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TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., April 4, 1959

'59 Debutantes Starry-Eyed As May 8th Approaches

LOVELY YOUNG PERS — Friday, May R. will be a big
day in the lives of 43 young and lovely Memphis misses
who will be presented at the annual Debutante Ball in
Ellis auditorium by the Memphis alumni chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity. Among the young ladies chosen
for this honor are, top row left to right, Miss Patricia
Jones, niece of Mrs. Rosebud Howell of 551 Mendenhall
rd., south; Miss Martha Little, the daughter of Mrs. Eva
B. Little of 919 McDowell at.; Miss Barbara Jeans.

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Robinson of 1524 S.
Mont zomery St.; Miss Magnolia Betts, daughter of Mrs.
Itirteal T. Dixon of 567 Alston ave.; Miss Lucille Wile
Ham., daughter of Mrs. Elsie Grayer of 433 Webster
ate. Center row, same order, are Miss Pearl Culbreath,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Clayhorn, Mason,
Tenn.: Miss Dorotl” Donald, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Shelly Donald of 1396 Gill ave.; Miss Countess Johnson.
'4
•

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hobart Johnson of 908 N. 3rd;
Jr., 1887 Freemont; and Miss Louvenia Tillman. daughter of Mrs. C. V. 'Milan. 1339 Gleason ave. Bottom
row left to right: Mims Sandra McDaniel, daughter of
Rev. and Mrs. James A. McDaniel of 1297 S. Parkway.
East; Miss Georgette McKinney, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Matthew McKinney of 1092 Leath at.: Miss Olivia
Craft, daughter of Mr. and Mrs; T. W. Craft of 2180

51iss I.illian Fisher, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. G. Fisher,
Hunter ave.; Miss Jacqueline Bridges, daughter
of Mr..
and Mrs. Harry Bridges. Sr., of 1571
Fred M.; Miss
Jacqueline Lang, daughter of Mrs. Wilma Lang,
of 1231.
Latham st.; and Miss Angela Avery, daughter
of Mr.
and Mrs. Warzell McCulley, of 2525 Staten ave.
The
delmantes are members of senior classes in Memphis
high school along with one from Woodstock trains
sc hoot.

Hold Bon Voyage Parties In Honor Of Editor L. Alex Wilson

•

NT D. WILLIAMS of WDIA
and 'IRESTATE DEFENDER
columnist, at microphone, tells
of his relationship with form.
Cr editor and general manager L. Alex Wilson at a farewell cocktail party given by
staff of the Defender on the

night of March 25, at Curries'
Club Tropicana. for the departing editor. Mr. Wilson will
assume duties of editor•in•
chief of the Daily, Weekend
and National CHICAGO DR•
FENDERS. From
left to
right are L. F. Palmer, Jr.,

new editor of the Tri-State;
Clark Porteous, of the Mem•
phis Press Scimitar; Mr. WilHams; Mr. and Mrs. L. Alex
Wilson; Mrs. Aretta J. Polk,
Tri-State
circulation
manager; and Mrs. Vivian Ford,
bookkeeper and personal secretary on the Tri.State staff.

to right are Mrs. Anderson
Bridges. Willie Lindsey. Mrs.
Vasco Smith, Atty. and Mrs.

Russell Sugarmon, Dr. Vasco
Smith, Miss Erma Laws, and
Miss Jewel Gentry. Columnist
for the Mempkia World.

GIFT FROM STAFF—A beautiful oil•colored portrait photo.
graph was presented to Mr.
Wilson by the staff of the In.
State Defender on the night of

a farewell party given honor.
Mg the former Tri-State edit.
or. Mrs. Ford makes presenta•
tion while Mrs. Polk looks on.

MR. AND MRS. W. P. Forter (left) and Mrs. J. A. Hayes
try some of the tasty morsels

CONGRATULATIONS are ex•
tended Mr. Wilson on his new
position in the Chicago Defender newspaper chain by,
left to right, 0. B. Johnson.

Instructor at Leath Element.
ary school: J. A. Hayes, re•
tired school principal; and It.
George W. Lee, manager-di'
rector of the local branch of

Atlanta Life Insurance company. Action took place at the
Tri.State Defender staff spancored party honoring the de•
parting editor.

that were available at the
cocktail party given by the
staff of the Tri-State Defer!.
der.

WELCOME to the city of
Memphis was given new edit•
or and general manager of the
Tri•State Defender, I,. F.
Palmer, Jr., (right) by Mein

phis Mayor Edmund Orgill, in
his office. Former Tri-State
Editor Wilson (left.) has been
promoted to bead the Chicago
Daily, weekend and National

Defenders, with offices In Chi.
cap). Mr. Palmer comes from
Fisk university in Nashvilte.
Tenn., wheie he headed the
University News Buren.
I

' TESTIMONIAL DINNER for
Mr. Wilson was given recent'
ly at Tony's Inn sponsored by
the local Business and Professional Men' club. Prof. Floyd
Campbell, (inset,) principal of

Melrose High school and fi•
nancial secretary of the club,
gave the main address at the
semi-formal gathering. Seated
In rear, from left to right, are
Dr. I. A. Watson, Jr., Mrs.

Jesse Turner, Jesse Turner,
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Howell,
Mrs. II. A. Gilliam and Ernest Shell, executive vice•prew
Ident of the Great Lakes Mutual Life Insurance company.

At front table front lett to
Het are Mr. Wilson, De. and
Mrs. G. W. lsh, Mr. and Mrs.
Vasco Smith, Dr. and Mrs.
Theron Northeross. Dr. and
Mrs. James S. Byas and Mrs.
L Alex Wilson.

itor Wilson I rom left to right
are J. A. /12\ ea, Sam Brown,
Prof. Blair T Hunt, Mks Rosa
Robinson, arl• aid Mrs. J. C.

Miekle, Mrs. Effie Flagg, Mrs.
Jeery Slisepherd. Mr. and Mrs.
H. A. Gilliam, Mrs. .1 A.
Hayes and Mr. and Mrs. P. ,

S.

Al' HONOR PARTY Prongnest Memphims were seen at
Its, farewell party. I corn left

••

•
AMONG SEVERAL banquets
and parties honoring Mr. Wilson was the one given at Le-

Moyne college recently, spon•
cored by the Frontier's club
and Le Moyne. Shown con.

gratulating Mr. and Mrs. Wilson (far rilht. are from left
to right William F. Owen, Dr.

and Mrs. Hollis Price, Rev. J.
A. McDaniel and Mrs. William
F. Owen.

*
S.

Fisher,

.r

of

Mr..
at.; Miss

r. of 1231

fr of Mr.
we. The
Memphis

trail)

iv& ...sailkoo'

•

AT RECEPTION honoring Mrs.
Wilson at LeMoyne college in
the Teacher's lounge were,
from left to right. Mrs. Vivian

Ford, of the Tri-State Defender staff; Mrs. L. Alex Wilson:
Mrs. Thomas H. Watkins,
mother of Mrs. Wilson; Mrs.

Vasco smith fin rear), wife of
one e Memphis' leading doe•
tors; Dr. Thomas H. Watkins,
and Miss Marilyn Watkins, sis
ter of Mrs. Wilson. The me.

eeption was sponsored by tho
Frontier's club and LeMovne
college for the department editor and general manger of the
Tri-State Defender.

MEMPHIS DIGNITARIES
gather around the reception
table at the affair given at
LeMoyne college honoring Ed.

W. Thornton. SegtH at left
Mrs Hollis F. Frio, and at
right Mrs. Robert Ratcliffe.

is
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Fie Jana Davis' Marie Philli-ps;
Velma Spencer As New Co-Ettes

ty

Moore, J o a Woods,
The Memphis Chapter of Co-1 Miss Lynn Marie Howell intro- Osborne
guests. Chester LeSure, Earnest Boram,
Ettes, inc., honored three new (Aced the new members to
Mari- Paul Rice, Mrs. A. P. Dumas,
members and their co - sponsor Misses Sylvia Williams and
guests. Oth- Mrs. Caffrey Bartholomew, Thad.
with a lavish reception Sunday lyn Harris registered
hostesses deus Stokes, Fred Coffey, Floyd
evening in Sweeney Hall, the er members serving as
Letting, Shavers, H. Clinton Ray, Polk
stately home of Dr. and Mrs. Hol- were Miss Carol Ann
Letting, Miss Puryear, Mrs. F. M. Campbell,
lis F. Price on the LeMoyne col- president; Miss Jean
Danese Hancock, Miss Pat Jones, Dr. and Mrs. John Jordan, Mrs.
lege campus.
Miss Beverly Holmes, Miss Bon- Vasco A. Smith jr., Mrs. Russell
The new members are Miss
nie Jean Bites, Miss Caro A n n B. Sagarmon, Jr. Miss Countess
Jana Louise Davis, daughter of
Springer, and Miss Rosetta Wil- Johnson, Mrs. Floyd Campbell,
Mrs Louise Davis and Edgar H.
liams. Miss Crystal Tarpley is an Mrs. John Outlet, the Little Miss
Davis, jr.; Miss Marie Elizabeth
associate member, and is away Judy Letting, Teddy Spencer.
Phillips, daughter of Mr. and
school. Miss Erma Laws is the
Rev. and Mrs. J. C. Mickle,
Mrs. C. W. Philips; and Miss in
sponsor of the Co-Ettes.
Miss Gerry Anderson, Mrs. AnderVelma Spencer, daughter of Mrs.
GUESTS
LIST
son Bridges, Israel Miles, M rs.
L. N. Spencer and T. L. Spencer.
Among the scores of guests to Magnolia Bates, Ural J. Williams,
Mrs. A. A. Letting is the co-sponMiss
were
reception
call at the
Mrs. Marjorie Ulen, Miss Lynne
sor
Willeana Freeman, Miss C. FosHarry T. Cash,
They were installed an hour be. ter, Mrs. V. M. Hancock, Mrs. M. Ulen,Mrs.
fore the reception and the n e w Forestine Lewis, Roy R eine y, Miss Jewel Gentry. _
members were presented wrist Charles Yates, Miss Betty Jean Others attending were Mr. and
corsages of white carnations, the Adams, Harold Moss, W. P. Por- Mrs. W. P. Porter, Mrs. P. Bow.
lub flower. The co-sponsor, Mrs. ter, Mrs. L. A. Davis,Miss Betty den, Mrs. B. Jones, Rev. and Mrs.
Latting, was presented a white or Brooks, Edwin Irby, Cleveland A. R. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Mildred W
corsage.
Cox, Freddie Williams, Miss Dor- A. Gilliam, Miss Phillips, Atty
W.
REFRESHMENTS
istene McNairy, Miss Veola True- frey, Mrs. C.
A. Letting, Mrs. J. W. Whitbeth Phi lips receiving t e a
The table was overlaid with a heart, Mrs. Helen Burns, the ad- A.
from club presider,t, Miss Csr• white Madiera cloth and white viser of DeLiso Debs club; Mrs. taker, Mrs. W. W Gibson, Miss
Bass,
ol Latiivg, at far right. Ne• tapers glowed in silver candlelit- L. N. Spencer, Miss Lava Grass, Barbara Payne, Miss Caro
Kinnard, Richard
membei: were pre eoted wrist
brum casting soft reflective light Miss Barbara Flowers, William Miss Barbara
Zola
corsages, and Mr. Letting re. over silver trays filled with can- Wilks. Walter Hall, Art Gilliam, Grady, Woodrow Miller,
Miss Bar(vise,' a white or hie corsage. apes. Miss Crystal Strong poured Albert Dumas, Ernest Withers, jr. Burse, Robert Wallace,
Stephen Boone,
(Withers Photo)
tea from a silver service while Miss Willie Bell Sherrod, James bara P. Jeans,
Mrs. M.
Miss Joyce Rayne presided at the D. Lot, Mrs. Jerry Sheppard, Miss Myrtle Adams and
Curry.
Miss Etoie LaVerne Chit;
crystal frappe bowl.

tempting chafing dish
We, of the TSD family, have canapes and
the music of
been busy with sad adieus to our morsels . . . and
orchestra for dancformer chief, erudite L. Alex Wil- Ben Branch's
added up to a brilson .. . who has covered himself ing . . . it all
Attending were Ray
with Printers Ink glory in the liant party.
the W. P.
Ratcliffe,
brief years that he has been a Wicks, Robert
B. Johnsons, Rev.
part of our community. Leaving Porters. the 0.
McDaniel and daughter —
to assume his new post — editor- J. A.
McDaniel; Mr. and
in-chief of Defender Publications, Miss Beverly
three new members into the
WELCOME NEW CO-EITES
Miss JewInc., — we join his legion of Mrs. J. Ashton Hayes,
Memphis chapter of Co-Ettee
World's —A lavish recepCon was gi
Memphis
—
Gentry
el
in
readers
friends, patrons and
inc. Weicomed into the club,
editor; I. S. en here .ecently in the stately
society
ell-known
well
.
.
Godspeed
.
him
wishing
from left, were Miss Jaaa
Lincoln, the Bennie home of Dr. and Mrs. Hollis
assured that his outstanding jour- Sodden, Eric
I.ouise Davis, Mrs. A. A. LatMrs. Jobe F. Pric. on the campus of
nalistic acumen which Memphis McCorles, Mr. and
ting. eo - sponsor; Misses Ver•
and Mrs. Russel Su- LeMoyne college to welcome
and the entire nation has come to Walker, Atty.
ma Spencer and Marie Eliza•
Vasco
Mrs.
and
Dr.
jr.,
garmon,
recognize . . . will continue to
Miss
Clements,
L.
E.
the
Smith,
blaze new trails in the media of
.Orange Mound held its last meet•
Erma Laws, Mr. and Mrs. Jobe mg with Mrs. Shepherd on Carnes
mass communications.
JoBridges,
Anderson
the
Walker,
are
.
we
' By his leaving . .
where plans were made for
Fleming Polk, Ma- ave.'
e
pleased to welcome our new chief, seph Franklin,
their annual tea, to be held the
non Ford, the Raymond Houses, fourth Sunday in June. An interest.
M
personable Lutrelle F. Palmer .
VVils,,u,',,,Miss
Mrs;.
who comes to 115 With a brilliant Nat D. Williams,
ing program was conducted by
Watkins, Howard Pulley
record as a scholar, a writer, a Marilyn
Mrs. M. Smith and Mrs. Richey.
Withers,
Ernest
Watson,
Lula
and Miss Joyce Ann Vaulx.
journalist who is a candidate for and
By MARJORIE I. ULEN
The menu was delicious . . . the
and
Hines
Burleigh
Mrs.
and
Mr.
REFRESHMENTS
the Ph.D. degree. . . taking up
hostess thoughtful of every want
scribe.'
Manassas high school PTA
Refreshments were served unLeland At.
the mantle laid down by his prede• `your
of her guests . . . and the meeting The
•••
A Tea-Musicale was given by • guests at the end of the program. K. Jones !Terris, Mrs.
lovely rainbow tea
cessor — assured, too, that under
der the direction of Miss Ram. the St. Theresa Guild of Emman- Receiving guests were M r s. lion, Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight,
was a pleasant one for the mem- sponsored a
school's
the
22,
at
March
Sunday,
CLUBS
OUR
City
WITH
home
ecoMrs.
the
Shepherd
is
Manassas
Haysbert,
his dynamic leadership
elle Eddins,
bers attending. Mrs.
Speight and Mrs. Andrew Roberts, or., Mrs. Harry
cafeteria — which was a verit- nomics instructor and co - chair- uel Episcopal church Sunday at
of Memphis and its citizens, are
The Les Elite Bridge club has the president of the well-known
Mrs. Dorris Bodden, the M. L. Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Gerwhile
Mrs.
and
of
Dr.
home
stately
the
decits
scene with
destined to reckon with the forth- been carrying on with their par- club, and Mrs. E. F. Yarbrough, able spring
man of the tea. Assortments of
Speight, jr., at 1865 Guild president presided at the ail- ald Howell, Mrs. Jessie Gwyn,
orations of assorted flowers and canapes, hors d'oeuvres were serv- William Oscar
right and forceful manner with ties since the beginning of t h e the reporter.
South Parkway, East, from 5-8 ver service. The lovely dining Mrs. U. L. Mayfield of Ft. Worth,
plantgrouped
of
array
which he has pledged to utilize; year . . . and their last one wa
ed with tea and frappe. Presiding o'clock in the evening,
room of the home was resplend- Texas, Mrs. A. P. Dumas, Mr.
-s COMING ATTRACTIONS
er arrangements.
Lynum,
silver service were Mrs. The aquamarine decor of t h e ent with its appointments of crys- and
Mrs. Raymond
the precepts of TSD in bringing , held with Mrs. J. N. Cunningham
Add to your list of "must see" Three service tables were over- at the
and at r s. Soeight home was enhanced by ; tal and silver. . .and the table was Charles Iles, an., Mr. and Mrs.
news to Memphis and the M i d-1 as hostess. The fun of progressive
the 'Guys and Dolls' of Jack laid with cut-work cloths a n d Annie Belle Saunders
•
•
South.
Bryant, both in- scenes of beauty achieved in many overlaid in an imported cut-work Charles Iles, jr., Mrs. R. Q. Vert.
I bridge resulted in prizes for Mrs. '
and Jill of America are present- grouped together, centered with a Jessie Coston
structors at the school.
Mrs. Palmer, the former Miss! Hester Miller, Mrs. Delores Boone ing the teen-age play, "Date Bait„
'Joni arrangements of lovely linen cloth, centered with a erys- son, Mrs. H. W. Wallace, Mrs.
van
of
centerpiece
floral
mirrored
Mrs.
ElPhillips.
Mary
Adamae Barnes of Chicago, and; and Mrs.
, tal bowl of blue hydrageas flank- W. W. Gibson, Mrs. Beaulah
and your date with lively bit, colored tulips and snapdragons. During the hours of five and spring flowers.
0 '
silver and crystal candela- Preston, and Mrs. Leva Lewis.
children Lutrelle, Ill — age 6, and eanor Currie was the hostess' only"
f drama portrayed by the teen- Pastel tapers glowed softly in sil- eight, hundreds of patrons, friends The musical program was pre-: ed by
Others attending were Mrs. H.
Gertrude Christine, age 3, are re- guest.
guests filled the cafeterias. sented by Mrs. Helen C. Shelby,' bra.
and
will
asthe
group
members
of
age
while
candelabra
ver and crystal
Also assisting in receiving' A. Gilliam, Mrs. Floyd Campbell,
—...• * •
maining in Nashville, Tenn. (where
sure an evening of enjoyment for crystal punchbowls on either end Special guests were presented by and included numbers by J. Mot-i
Jolene1guests were members Mrs. 0. B. Mrs. C. M. Roulhac, Mrs. II. BiMr. Palmer was the public re-I The Tennessee Social Club held
young . . . and the young in all created a colorful scene, en- Mrs. Wells and Louis B. Hobson, low, William Cowser, Miss
Wat-, araii
`it's. E. Jones, Mrs.. ram, Mrs. B. G. Olive, Mr. and
lations director of Fisk university), their regular meeting a fortnight the
heart. Bruce Hall at LeMoyne col- hanced by many silver trays principal of Manassas — including Westbrooks, Miss Marilyn
until the end of the school term,' ago at the home of Miss Virgie lege is the place . . . Friday,
Dr. Cletus 0. Oakley, chairman of kins Mrs. Mertis Ewell, Raybon Harry Cash, Miss Margaret Bush,, Mrs. Willie Anderson, Mr. and
refreshments.
held
which
Kirk,
where
when they too will take up resi., Farmer on . Butler at. . .
fashions a n d members of h e r Hawkins, and E. Pender. Read- Mrs. John Outlaw, Mrs. Frederick Mrs. Fred Osborne, Edward
April 17, 8 p. m. the date and time.
f
d
FASHION SHOW
ings were given by Mrs. Eliza- Rivers, Mrs. S. D. Rudder, Mrs. Mrs. A. Nicholson, Mrs. O'Neal
at
department
dence here in the Bluff City.
mathematics
the
Briscoe
the evening. The next meeting of Directing is Mrs. L. F.
Among the highlights of the aft- Haverford college; Dr. Berkley ; beth Elrod, Mrs. H. Swearegen jeseph Westbrook, Mrs. Bennie McKissack, Miss Geradine DiamFETES WILSONS
this club will be held at the home . . . and Mrs. A. F. Dumas, the
Williams and Mrs. LeRoy Young. ond, Miss Isabel Greenlee, Dr. 0.
a fashion show fea-; Eddins, professor of philosophy at , and Miss Erma Clanton.
' The departure of Mr. Wilson of Mrs. Evelyn Harbort at 225 Wis- advisor of the group. Stage prop- i ernoon were
adult, and teen- the University of Colorado andl The Rev. Samuel D. Rudder,- Among the guests attending the B. Braithwaite, Mrs. W. F. Tayerties will be handled by Mrs.i faring children,
gave rise to scores of farewell eonsin.
lor;
age models, a showing of hair brother of Miss Eddins, and Mr. vicar of Emmanuel, addressed the tea were Miss Virgie Bynum, Mrs.
functions . . . led off by the briMrs. N. Santos, Miss Bessie
Pert Delores Lewis was the Caffrey Bartholomew, chairman,
musical selections. and Iirs. 0. L. Armour. Mr. Arm ham dinner given by the B and P J-U-G's hostess last Friday night Mrs. Philip Booth, co-chairman; stylings, and
Rhodes, Mrs. M. Brooks, Mrs. T.
Manassas
of
Collierville
Smith,
principal
the
Lula
our
is
Club (Business and Profession- at her Park avenue home . . , Mrs. Mabel Brownlee, and Mrs. A. Mrs.
H. Watkins, Miss Lynne Ulen,
al) of which he is a 'member. Held where prexy Marie Bradford. new- A. Latting. Contact Mrs. H. A. PTA president, and Miss Ramelle School.
Atty. and Mrs. A. A. Latting and
Wells,
Geneva
Mrs.
and
Eddins
COMMITTEE
FASHIONS
at Tony's Inn March 17, filet mign- ly elected presi'ent.
daughter Judy, Miss Jewel Gen.
o'er Gilliam for tickets, or any J & J
seen
were
tea,
chairmen
of
the
the
Mother
and
—
of
course
—
on was the piece de resistance
try, Miss Hazel Pyles, Mr. and
. the business affairs of this enerAmong the committee members
members of the Guys and Dolls, registering guests, along. with seen throughout the evening were
and with inviting cocktails H. A. getic group.
Mrs. Arthur Peyton, Mrs. Crow• e •
Mrs. Dannie Stokes, Mrs. Carlton Mrs. Ritta P. Smith, chairman of
Gilliam served as toastmaster
ley Smith, Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
Other new officers are Erma
Reeves, and others.
and Floyd M. Campbell delivered Laws vice president; Gerri Ander- Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Is Canady, Mrs. Lucille Price and committee — Mrs. Myrtle Hentrel,
Mrs. Matthew Davis.
the formal parting words of the son '
Mrs. R. Thompson and M r s. The Second Annual Charity!Bush. Mrs. Mable Winfrey, Mrs.
secretary; Delores Lewi s. mapping final plans to present the
chilof
models
as
organization. Attending were Mrs. assistant secretary; Velma Lots famous Booker T. Washington 45 Appearing
Amanda Hill; the program com- Fashion Show of Les Voguettes Maridelle Reid, Miss Beverly ColeGilliam, Dr. and Mrs. Frederick Jones, treasurer; Sarah Chandler, piece string orchestra from Atlan- dren's fashions were Louis B. Hob- mittee group — including Mrs. Au- club was held Sunday, March 22, man, Mrs. Lucille Hansborough
GlenIII,
Lewis
Edward
jr.,
son,
Rivers, Dr. and Mrs. William Os- parliamentarian; Gloria Weaver, ta, Ga. It will make its debut here
'brie Hollowell, chairman, Mrs. B. at Johnson's Hippodrome ball- Brewer, Mrs. Ezelle Parks, Mrs.
April 18, at Bruce Hall. The direct- di Taylor. Marquelyn Jackson,'113. Jones, Mrs. M. H. Pride and room, and featured the presenta- Robert Lewis, jr., Mrs. Polly Carcar Speight. jr., Dr. and Mrs. I. business manager,
Sandra Price, Gerald Mead, Deb- I Mrs. B. W. Sueing; Mrs. 0. J. tion of trophies to Memphis' "Ten radine Swayze and Mrs. Ethel
A. Watson. jr., Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Other members present were Jo- or of the orchestra, Mrs. Linnie C.
Turner, Mr. and Mrs. G. T. How- sephine Bridges Helen Cooke, Alo- Green. is well qualified for the job. ra Robinson, Oliver and Oscar Hodge, M r s. Dannie Stokes, Miss Best Dressed Women" of 1959. Venson.
Sueing, Linda Faye Bennen, San- V. B. Doggett, Mrs. Carlon Cana- Proceeds of the show will benefit LOVELY MODELS
ell. Dr. and Mrs. Vasco Smith, dean Thompson
' and Gsvendo'lyn She holds a B. A.degree from SpelDr. and Mrs. G. W. Stanley Ish, Nash. Enjoying cocktails, succu- man college, M. A. from Atlanta dra Chambers, Frederick and Te- dy, Matthew Davis, and Mrs. Lu- the Goodwill Orphanage building Downtown stores were instrumental in contributing to the sucDr. and Mrs. Theron Northcross, lent barbecued ribs. spaghetti Hal- U., and has done further study at resa Shackleford, Kitty Collins and cille Price, chairman — all of the fund.
Attention is centered on the
Selected by a panel of judges, cess of the show by furnishing
Dr. and Mrs. John S. Ryas, Dr. ian bread, and slaw . . .'twas a Northwestern school of music and Lynne Ulm.
finance committee
forthcoming appearance of /)1 i as
Memphians
Columbia
university
school
following
were
reof mu- TEEN FASHIONS
the
clothing which was modelled by
A. E. Horne, and — of course, gay party to be sure . . . enjoyed
Also seen were Mrs. Floy DavPrudence
Wilson, popular contral.
the honoree and his charmi ng too by guests Wilma Campbell, sic. She is at present a teacher Teen-age fashions were modeled is, Mrs. M. Blanchard, Mrs. Marie cipients of the treasured gold lovely local models.
to of Chicago, who will be presentT.
Washington,
at
Booker
trophy
cups:
Mrs.
Cornelia
CrenAtlanta
Committee
chairmen
for
the
afspouse, Mrs. Wilson.
1Delores Stockton, Wilma's sis,
by Rosa Wolks, Suretha Toy, Er- Harris, Mrs. Esther Davis, Mrs.
ed in concert at Bruce Hall, Le•••
who's visiting from Chicago; Elizeli and among the many honors that nine Taylor, Mildred Windrey, Theresa Franklin and Mrs. F. Gat- shaw, Miss Velma Lois Jones, fair were Miss Lula Watson, pro- Moyne college, April 12. at 5 p.m.
Intervening Palm Sunday with; Frazier of Nashville, Tenn.. — an-' have come to her was the signal Gloria Williams, LaVerna Jones, land, who served on the refresh- Mrs. Rubye H. Gadison, Mrs. Wil- gram chairman; Mrs. Ma rtel Sponsored by the Lula C. Byes
its balmy sunshine was perfect for other week-end visitor; Rosemarie honor to have been one of the hell Jones and Countess Johnson, ment committee; and members of liam Oscar Speight, jr., Mrs. Jul- Jones, models; Mrs. Joyce Spring- service club, the concert will also
the many many teas and recep-; Long, Pearl Gordon, Gerrj, Pope six teachers selected to represent The hair styles were featured by the decorations committee — in- ian Kelso, Mrs. Thelma Durham field. publicity; Mrs. Jessie Bry- enable the organization to estaball teachers of America on the ocMrs. George Steven, Miss I d a ant, business manager; Miss Jean
timer which ensued ... and among! and Norma Jean Griffin.
casion of Columbia's Bi-Centennial Mrs: Clara Bledsoe, proprietor of cluding Mrs. Katie Sexton, W. P. Mae Walker, Mr. Elms Hubbard Smith, souvenir booklet; Mrs. Mir- lish a nursing scholarship loan
them was the beautiful reception'SOUTHERN BELLES
Guy, Mrs. Joe Robinson, M r s.
Clara's beauty shop.
fund.
CHIT
CHAT
Mardis and Mrs. A. Maceo Walk- iam Rainey, door prizes; and
sponsored jointly by the A b e! Tres chic maids and matrons of
Adult models were Miss Sheri- Ruth Spaulding White and Mrs.
The artist's program will in.
,
Miss Cynthia Green, judges.
Scharff YMCA, Vance Avenue Y. Southern Belles Bridge Club met Hot Springs National Park, Ark., dan Hicks, Mrs. Ernestine Brown- Elizabeth Sloan. Miss Jewel Gen- er.
elude numbers fromHande 1,
M. C. A., Memphis Urban League at Tony's last Friday with Mrs., was the mecca of many Memph- lee, and daughter. Mrs. Georgia try, Ernest - Withers and Mrs. Claiming the spotlight for t h e Many gifts were won by mem- Bohm, Schubert Verdi and other
and the Frontiers club . . . which , 011ie Mitchell as hostess. With ians who join the thousands to this V. Harvey and daughter, Starr; Clara Bledsoe of the publicity honorable mention list of Mem- bers of the audience who partici- great composers, and will be conphis' Ten Best Dressed were Mrs. pated in an audience participation
honored The Wilsons. Held at the, Mrs. Mattie Oates taking the helm Spa to rest and enjoy the Sport and Mrs. Willis and Mrs. Hays. committee were also on hand.
eluded with hymns and spirituals.
Robert Davidson, Miss Margaret game.
Faculty Lounge of Brownlee Hall of the business 'meeting as presi- of Kings. On hand again for their Throughout the evening musical
Patron and student tickets may
Ritta
and
Mrs.
Miss
Gentry
annual
mid-winter
vacation were
of LeMoyne's campus . . . a cross dent . . . members were pleased
numbers were rendered by Miss Smith were the narrators for the
be obtained from Mrs. Alberta
section of Memphis citizens at- to have Miss Gwendolyn McEwen Dr. and Mrs. E. Frank White and Eleanor Moore, Charles H u r d,
Lee and members of the club, infashion show. Seen exten ding
Mrs. C. C. Sawyer and her moth
tended between 5 and 7 o'clock in to join them as a member.
cluding Mrs. Annette Edwards,
''en Mrs. Minnie Smith. Also mo- Miss Lenora Thomas, Miss Ern, warm greetings as members of
Menu choice of shrimp or chickthe evening.
Gray,
Annie
Mrs. E. H. Page, Mrs. Flora
brine over for the last days of the estine Harris, Miss
the hospitality committee were
In the receiving line were Mrs. en was enjoyed by all . . and, racing meet were
Cochran, Mrs. Ida Page Adam,
Thaddeus Stokes Miss Joyce Gatlin, Miss Patricia Mrs. Bernice Richardson, Mrs. i
William F. Owen, executive secre- bridge of the evening resulted in and Sam Brown.
McDaniels. Miss Lizzie Patterson Edna Haywood, Mrs. Marie JohnMrs. Hattie Harrison, Mrs. Bern.
•
tary of the Vance Avenue branch prizes for Mrs. Thelma Evans, Easter brought Thomas
ice Leatherwood, Miss Su s i
son and Mrs. Lena Reams.
Watkins,
of YWCA; Dr. Hollis F. Price, Mrs. Charlene McGraw and Miss jr., home to visit his
Blackburn. Mrs. Sarah Miller,
parents and Chicago this week.
president of LeMoyne; Rev. J. A. McEwen . . . recipients of match- sisters,
Mrs. Carrie young, Mrs. Sadie
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Wat- Also home for the holiday week S a n Francisco's fashionable
McDaniel, executive director of the ing. earrings and bracelets — to kins
Guy, Mrs. Loyce Patrick, Miss
Miss Marilyn Watkins, and end were Miss Patricia Walker and
Nob Hill derived its name from
Urban League; L. H. Boyce of their utter delight. Attesting to the Mrs:
L. Alex Wilson . . . and es- Miss Roberta Ratcliffe — w h o
Delight is Lobster t can (10.4 ounces) Heinz Con. Lula Hurd, Mrs. Aline W a I 1 s,
the Frontiers .1rib, and Mr. anci fun were Mesdames Eleanor Curthe term applied to the , Gourmet's
pecially was the trip significant for spent the occasion with their par- "Nabob,"
Bisque Mongole. Three soups— densed Tomato Soup, undiluted Mrs. Mary Hill and Miss Mary
Mrs. Wilson
. the latter posi- rie, St. Elmo Hampton. Mildred
.
•
him as it was his last chance to ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. Maceo Walk- 1 gold,
condensed tomato, cream of pea densed Cream of Pea Soup, on- Range'
lively blooming in a smart green Joseph, Elizabeth Lewis. Dorothy
Other members from whom tie•
see Imogene Wilson before she er and Mr. and Mrs.Robert Rat-. sires who built their mansions on and consomme' are combined for diluted
print cocktail dress and an eye- Montgomery, Thelma Moore and
kets msy be procured are Mrs.
leaves Our Town for residence in
hill in the 1870's,
the
is
lobster
Cubed
Louise
1
the
Walker
can
102
'
ounces)
Heinz
Con—
th
added,
;
e
latter
catching chapeau. On hand too,
snortbase'
Rosa Bracy Haynes, Mrs. Beauty
together with sherry and a dash densed Consomme,' undiluted
was Mr. YMCA himself — vener- ing a "Cloud 9" pink Thunderbird.
N. Thompson, Miss Lottie Irvin,
of tabasco.
54 soup can water
able Prof. Blair T. Hunt. Recep- EL ROCHE
Mrs. Alma Hobson, Mrs. Willie
GOURMET'S DELIGHT
1 box (1014 ounces) frozen lobster
lion refreshments c,vssisted of hot' The El-Roche Social club met
Stricklans, Mrs. Thelma Smith,
A dollop of sour cream makes tails, cooked, cubed
and cold canapes, pasteries, tea at the home of Mrs. Dorothy HenMrs. Spruille, Mrs. L a u r e t ta
an attractive garnish.
1.4 cup sherry
and coffee . . . served from a , dre on Elder Road recently . . .
Hightower, Mrs. Glarys Webb,
beautiful table overlaid with a with the climax of a contest result4 drops tabasco sauce
Mrs. Ethel Watkins Mrs. Elizag in a lovely bedspread which
handsome cut-work cloth, centered ing
About 1,400 shopping centers Blend first four ingredients in heir Hollingsworth, Mrs. G. T.
with an arrangement of pastel, was won by Mrs. Lorraine Jones
were planned for construction in saucepan. Add lobster, sherry and McPherson, Mrs. Ann Parker and
hued snapdragons and other spring of West Memphis. ark. Following
the U.S. in 1958 and 1959, more tabasco. Simmer 10 minute s. Mrs. Nettie Piques .
; lively business session, the hostblooms.
half as many as were in ex- Serve garnished with a spoonful
than
The occasion was graced alsol ess served a deliciou menu . .
at the beginning of last of dairy sour cream.
istence
with the presence of Mr. Palmer,i and all hands in this club look forMakes four to five servings.
year.
ward
to
their next meeting with
who flew in to be on hand to have
Mrs.
Dorothy
Jones on Brantley
his first formal meeting with corn-'
munity leaders and citizens whoml Road.
TOASTERS LAMPS
• ••
hewill serve.
HEATERS
Mrs. Robert M. Ratcliffe and MEN OF LEISURE
Look For The
Mrs. Hollis Price presided at the The Men of Leisure club met at
VACUUM CLEANERS
Beulatris Tavern recently . . .
refreshment table.
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
•••
where plans were made for their
Wednesday night .. . the TSD second annual Coronation Ball,
family honored the Wilsons with a slated for Saturday. May 9, at the
supper party at Curries Club Flamingo Room. There a bevy of
Tropicana . . . where Mr. Wilson' beautiful young ladies will be cornwas given a handsome picture oLpeting for the title of "Miss Queen
himself — ensconced in a front' of Leisure." In addition to this title,
page of the TSD (the one of the,the winner of first place will be
Little Rock fiasco — the story ofl awarded $100.. Fifty dollars will go
which reached the (ar-corners of; to the second place winner. and $25
ALSO—
the world..). Present were Clark wilt be awarded the winner of
THROW-AWAY BAGS FOR
Porteone of the Memphis Press' third place. Names of the partiScimitar ... Thadeus Stokes, man- cipants will be published in the
ALL TYPE CLEANERS
aging editor of the Memphis World, Tri-State Defender, Claude E.
A. C. Williams of the staff of Ha- Strong is the president of the club.
• ••
dio Station VVDIA, L. F. Palmer,
TSD's new editor . . . who all be.' DELMONT SOCIAL
stowed glowing tribute to Mr. Wil- The Delmont Social club met at
still the same GOOD OR' CilIALITY
son. Presenting the picture were the home of Mrs. Viola Macklin,
Mrs Marion Ford and Mrs. Flem- 1348 Kney Tuesday night . . and
P1URE
APPLE
sponsored by members of Les
ing Polk of the Staff.
H. Gadison. Mrs Cornelia
LES Vni,l'ETTES' PICK
their preyirms meeting was held
CIDER
760 Union
Voititettes to find Memphis'
JA 7-2631
Crenshaw and Mrs.Jewel
With genial Elmer Henderson at the home of Mr. and Mrs. slanting Prof. Reginald Morart inVOW hove your choice of Spoon Apple Cider
Speight. The fashion show was
handling the details of the bounti- John Rankms, 1307 Breedlove.
ris, TeMcvne
-Ten Rest Dressed Women."
2263 Pork Ave. - FA 3-8507
AT
STORES
or distilled vinector in grails, pints, gallons
.• .•
Holding gold trophy cups prestructor, are three winners in
presented at Johnson's Hippoful bar . . . and Mrs. Eulilla
Orr. Nights
Free Perking
and handsome is gallon pied...r.
EVERYWHERE
Holmes and her caterers dispens- PROGRESSIVE SOCIAL
sented to them by Prof. Morthe second annual ce•tesi
drome. (Withers Photo)
ing mouth-watering hors d'ouevres The Progressive Social club sof
ris, from left, are Mrs. Ruby

Rainbow Tea Sponsored
By anassas High PTA St. Theresa Guild Tea-Musicale
Draws Socialites To Speight Howl

•

Gold Cup A wards For
'Best Dressed Women'

Set Prudence
Wilson Recital
Here April 12

Three Soups Combine In
Lobster Bisque Mongole

•

NEW LABEL

VINEGAR

APPLIANCES, INC.
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•Padinore States
Country's Case

Tennessee

By FRED NOWLIN
, Little Frances Mayberry is still
confined to her bed in Parkview
Jane Russell King, daughter, hospital.
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Defend- one of the most backward counof Dock Odum and Sarah Fran-, The Cumberland Missionary Sotea King was found dead in her ciety met in the home of Mrs.
ing Liberia's position on African tries in Africa, Ambassador Padhome about mid morning Satur- Mary last week.
unity, which has been criticized more said that, contrary to what
Refreshments
day. March 14. She was taken to were served.
as being too moderate, Liberian some writers believe,--there was no
after
Clinic,
Medical
'McMinnville
Ambassador to the United States steady flow of economic support
efforts by the family to revive
George A. Padmore said in a re-. from Washington from 1822 on.
her failed and was pronounced
cent speech that his country wasl wards. He added':
dead on arrival. Dr. C. T. Stub. . No gold rush developed to
never intended to be a base for
physician,
examining
'betield,
a war of retribution against whites! make Liberia an African Klondike,
called the city police police and
and that Liberia tries to distinguish I and the hazardous frontier life of
examining
after
counts coroner
between "the thirst for justice and the early settlers was scarcely the
the child. The odor of whiskey
I material from which attractive ad.
the thirst for revenge."
was noticeable which resulted in
Founded in 1822 by American1 tieing folders could be made.
the examination and autopsy I WASHINGTON — (U P 11 —
Negroes. Liberia became a haven, "However, even today Liberia
which followed according to act- IChairman John L. McClellan of
for all oppressed Negroes but nes! continues to offer "freedom'' but
l ing chief of police, Eno" ( Doe) the Senate Rackets Comniittee DR. EDW %RD B. STEWART, Cruvcr thrust aside the Bible for the; we could not offer freedom plus
I Miller and Coroner To m m y urged the federal Civil Rights sade chair toss, South central
sword, Ambassador Padmore said, higher-bracket incomes and brightLove.
'Commission to investigate evidence Branch. Anneriean Cancer Society,
It-lighter. well-developed cities.
le added:
Officers found an insect poison that Florida union officials are has announced the society ',S 19%9
'
fol.:LIBERIA
LOOKED
TO
U.S.
men
are
"We hold that all
mothgirl's
on the premises. The
'"exploiting" Negroes in organiz- Illinois Cancer Crusade will be
titled to justice. We hold that no "For a very lengthy period of
er told officers that the young- inc drives.
officially launched at a kick-oil
man is entitled to bring disaster , our historical effort at world recog•
children had been' The Arkansas Democrat referred luncheon Align L 12 noon, in the
other
ster
and
on his neighbors in an insane quest nition and adjustment, Liberia
found using the poison to make to committee disclosures that a Grand Ballroom of the Sheraton
looked to the United ,States for
for revenge.
mud pies and that she had thrown,, Miami Teamster official sought to hotel. The 120 annual crusade lain
"It is our hope that the Christian diplomatic shelter in times of exit to the edge of the yard. Traces'(go)italize on the segregation issue contiuge thro,ugh ihe month of
precept and practice of forgive- treme emergency, and the back. of poison were found under and to force housing developers into April. Illinois Crusade goal ii
tional methods. I,. C. Dowdy,
E. P. AUGUSTIN. left, Mintors in the Philippines, spent
ness will run like a silver thread bone of this support was the ralI around the house where the chit- uhe
Educeof
School
S1,650,0110.
recent
of
the
danao
and
I.
C.
in
AT
College
dean
Duniaua,
Ludays
at
lying
of
the
influence of the Amerithrough the dark fabric of the ini ren had been playing. Mem-1 The plan involved the use of
zon, both school administra
ly studying American calm a
lion and General Studies chat
ternational crisis which looms on can Negro.
officers
;
told
the
family
tiers
of
with the visitors,
union funds to buy a $15,000 home
"This we received and are gratetoday's horizon."
- ---- that the girl awakened about in the name of a Negro and thus
ful for. If today you now feel it
ADDRESSES NURSES
7 a. m. Saturday and appeared to, thwart sales . y the developer to
n
Ambassador Padmore spoke to necessary to condemn that assobe in good spirit. She later went,while families who might object
an overflow crowd at a' citation ciation and be more closely identiback to bed and was found dead
PORTLAND
to a Negro neighbor.
banquet of the Freedmen's Hospi- fied with someone else's baliwick,
when her sister checked because
LETTER TO HOFFA
tal School of Nursing Alumnae As- it is indeed interesting.
she was sleeping longer than
Rev. Rice Williams is on the
The scheme was outlined by
sociation, held March 14 in Wash- "To such wayward thinkers I
KEOKUK
usual.
sick list. Also Ilev. J. J. Clow '
of
Miami
David
Frechette,
head
ington, D.C's Sheraton-Park hotel. feel I am entitled to ask these WARREN
Brosn, Mrs. Sophia Wilson. Sam
and Kid Rogers.
Mae King, sister of the
By M. CULPEPPER
local 290, ir a March, 1958 letter
The banquet was in honor of questions:
uel-ind Hershel Finley attended
hack home with
dead girl later signed a state- 'to Teamster boss James R. HMIs.
P. Cannon is'
M.ATTIE
BURNETT
'
By
SunElizabeth
Beverly.
reIn
Jonesboro
last
"If you now say that we have
services
Miss Clara
Mrs. Paul (Iallirath is a patient ment at police headquarters that
few weeks in
his family after
committee broughtTe
ferred to by Liberia's ambassador failed, did not you fail too? How' Despite the strong winds last day evening at the Methodist ,at St. Joseph s hospital. She is a man listed as a resident 'if
sent the hospital.
Teamster
headquarters
here
as "a true example of Florence much of the heat and burden of Wednesday night the Old Fashion- church.
Smithville. Tenn., came into the'
doing nicely.
Mrs. M. Price in still improvRev. L. T. Thompson, pastor of I Mrs. Mary Peoples' mother vis- house and sat down on the bed '$15.000 to Miami about two months ing.
Nightingale."the day did you bear, or are you ed Garden Club of North Warren
Methodist
church
is
ill.
I.aferty
later.
have
to
Miss Beverly in 1946 was sent , willing to carry.
was
lie
the
with
week.
appreciative
last
girt,
said
had a very large and
ited from Chicago
Rev Gilmore fond Thonipson
Liberia as senior nurse of a I "You say to us, 'How little has. audience at its eighth anniversary He had a heart attack but is im- , Bethel's Biblc class met last been grinking and had a half-pint "This should engage the ins conducted services for Rev. R.
Civil Williams in Longview, Washingmediate attention of the
'ming education mission by the been accomplished, in spite of alli which was held in the Bradley proving.
gnoonshine
T
he
in
the
home
of
with
him.
week
E.
Rey.
of
I
State Department's Intercultural 1 the United States did for ' you.' Is county high school auditorium. Rev. and Mrs. Albert St. Clair , ri_o_lds.
man was later arrested on a pub- ' Rights Commission and the Jos- ton.
Cooperation Division. From 1952' it not fair for us to rephrase that The
sold:, way attended services at Friendship
program
got
- lie drunkeness charge and is he- tice Department if they want to
Mrs. C. Brown and Mrs. Bobbie
Baptist
to 1956 she was Liberia's director statement and say, 'How much promptly at 8 p. m. and was very
held without Isond pending the pursue the exploitation of the Jackson were quietly married a
C.
Scribner
Rev.
and
Mrs
R.
McClellan
said.
mtnority
has
'outcome
of
the
race,"
been accomplished in spite of'informative and guile enjoyable. ,
autore
,report. '
of nursing education.
few (lays ago. Mr. and Mrs. RogChurch
D-Idaho ers gave a lovely reception in their
President Tubman decorated her all that we were left to do for The members had a table decorat- attended services at Oak Grove
Funeral service for the child Sen. Frank
was honor.
the
matter
a Knight Official of the Liberian ourselves?'
ed with their own beautiful ar- Baptist church In New Ark last
was held at iliawassee Church of agreed thin
Sunday.
Humane Order of African Redemla- ANSWERS -WAYWARD
Christ. Burial in Cummings Chap-,"something which the commission
There a quite a few on the sick
rangement of flowers in colors of,
Mrs. Ruth McCly who has been MINNEAPOLIS
ST. PAUL
el Cemetery.
pink and blue with all the months
'should inquire into."
list.
tion in 1948.
THINKERS
ill
is
improving
at
her
home.
•
•
•
- - -----of the year from January to De-Liberia proposed recently. the "These wayward thinkers
chide
By BETH WHITE
NEWBERN
cember. One could -tell at a She recently gave birth to a baby
formation of "The Associated Liberia for lagging behind
Ghana,
glance just what month was beStates of Africa." Comprising this Nigeria and other
Bishop Joseph Gomez and Mrs. add lens
territories of ing displayed. The center piece.
By ARCHIA WOODS
association would be Africa's in. West Africa. both in
Gomez were given a fine banmaterial de- was a thing of heaumtv
dependent
dependent states and
quet at St. James AME church. Rev. anit Mrs. A. it. liVIii,amore
velopment and in political leader.
members w r e identified byl
with fixed independent ship.
Dr. Jesse L. Glover is minister.' were recent dinner guests of Mr.'
wearing pink and blue carnation;
Mrs. Sidney ( Mabel) Harris.;and Mrs. Ed Atkins and daugh-'
dates.
Other
non-independent „
This disparity has become evil- corsages. Friends mingled around I --•
.
states could join when free.
prominent in lodge and civic af- ter, Louise Dyason.
dent, we are told, in spite of the tables filled with delicious tuna T_RUSSVILLE
States associated under the profairs is in St. Joseph's hospital.' St. James Missionary Society'
fact that we have enjoyed. in prac- salads, cookies, nuts, candies and
•
a
program
Sunday
sponsored
B I R MEYERS
Lafayette Fields, owner of the,
pose] would have a common cullice though not in theory, the ad- other good things to eat. It was;
Majestic drug store is in St. Jo- evening.
t.ural institution. a regional 'health
vantage of having been for decades indeed a pleasure meetina the
who stir- seph's hospital.
Cross
Mrs
.
..
Eveleaner
I Homer McCutchen of Paducah'
authority, a scientific research and
"
'
By IRA LURVEY
'lion Reporting Service, said -if a
,ang
.
virtually an American Mons:
here with friends and re'visited
,
nice ladies of the city and chat-' Vived three husbands burs'
training agency and a uniform
Mrs.
t
Bledsoe;
Raymond
Mrs.
EVANSTON, Ill. — (UPI) — The reporter is overwhelmed — In one
', died last
were third last December
Fo..latives last Sunday.
d
"If this 'charge is acceptable
at ting with them. They all
tariffs and customs convention.
Mrs
Williams
cone°.d
editor
of
the
, side or the other — the neumpaper
executive
Nashville
irst
•
i Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Wiggins;,
charming. Everyone e n j 0 y e d week. Funeral was held at P
Commenting in an earlier speech its face value, must the
gene 11. Lewis were pictured in Jim Kinght
remarks, Baptist church where she is a
and Bert Hassel werel Tennessean say's he feels many ! is the loser."
Closing
I.
Cross
as
Red
papers
on this proposal. Ambassador Pad- mitant charge continually be with- themselves.
daily
the
Black said he believed nogthere
i Gates last Sunday evening to:southern newspapers "have
were given by the president, Mrs.! member. Rev. J. E. West officialmore said Liberia does not object held about your failure to send
key' campaigners in this area, hear Sister Lee and her singers.' abused their places of leadership". publications sometimes fell into the 'II
honors
with
was
buried
ed.
She
very'
looked
Rennie
Collins
who
William E. Cratic has returned
to federation at all. But valued a child to school because the parMrs. Vera L. Haskins Was ser-In reporting southern integration ' same pit as southern papers and •
stunning In a blue suit and a by the Charity Union Benevolent'from Benton Harbor, Mich., where
gailltural diversities among the peo- ent does not care to meet the cost
when she fell I disputes.
Society.
injured
iously
She
I looked the other way at rtacial '
hat.
beautiful
pink
flowered
, he spent several days with his through a hole on her '
III•es of Africa might make it ne- of the fees. and the books, vet
porch.
thanked the members and frienda Services at New Bethel were soother, Mrs. P
"The fact is 'many newspaperg of flare-u s in their area,
Pierre Bar uette.
cessary to wait until "doomsday" blame him for not winning the NoMrs.
Beatrice Shelton and Mrs. the South have not led 1 but have I "But i'm not the kind of southern
for their very fine cooperation highly enjoyed last Sunday. The She is recovering from a severe
•-for an African federation while op- bel Prize?"
misled and they cannot escape ac- ! editor who thinks the south can
Ambassador Padmore referred n. making this occasion one of pastor Rev. M. L. Robinson de- heart attack.
portunities would he lost in the
anniversaries.
greatest
of
all
the
wonderful
message.
livered a
countability for the consequences." solve its problems by pointing a
to
the
best-seller
book.
"The
Ugly
undergoing
is
areas where cooperation is posFred W. Pierce
Missionary Society of Mt. Rev. George Long who suffered
finger at the north." he said.
Editor Crecy C. Black said.
American" which depicts Ameri- The
sible now, he had stated
church met at the a slight stroke several days ago treatments at Kenny Institute in!
Black said the Tennessean's reBlack spoke at a seminar on mob
cans attempting to win friends and Zion Baptist
Mill
City.
file
TAKES FRIENDLY ISSUE
home of Mrs. Rosa Lee Peyton is bark home from the hospital
violence and race riots at the porters "Were sent out simply to'
influence people in foreign lands by
home
is
B.
Carey
Talmadge
In his speech before the nursing:
last week. Mrs. Peyton is ill and and doing fine.
week-long Ford Foundation-hacked cover the integration-crisis story-emphasizing technological prowess,
from University hospital where OSAWATOMIE
association Ambassador Padmore
has been for quite some time. The
Northwestern University short not to argue with the demonstraRev. George Long who suffered he was confined while seriously
paying little attention to basic
took friendly issue with a criticism
very charming. Everyone enjoy- a slight stroke several days ago
course in crime news analyses and tors nor anyone else in support of
By CARRIE BAILEY CHISM
human needs.
that Liberia, despite enormous ,
dent, Mrs. fhereatha Hardin and is back home from the hospital
(the paper's) editorial position."
reporting.
LAUDS TRUE AMERICAN
United States aid, was still one
the members discussed the busi- and doing fine
, Sunday school at Ebenezer B.
Ball said newsmen at Clinton,
Black said that if a publication
"Then along comes another ness and plans for the- society
BRENNAN DIVULGES
of the most backward nations in
C. church Was held at the usual printed immoderate criticism of Tenn., eventually found the going
Alloy
Wright
has
returned
from
American." the ambassador said; with much enthusiasm. Later the
SECRET OF ACTING
Africa and that Liberian statestime last Sunday. Mrs. Alfred the U.S. Supreme Court month af- so rough they formed a war cata
week
end
visit
with
his
chil.
—"
i.. Beverly, who is con- members sang and wished Mrs.
HOLLYWOOD—I.our-time Aced- Reece, superintendent. The pasmen were dragging their feet in
dren in Beaver Dam, Ky.
ter month, it should "hardly be respondents club and issued twocerned, not with geography but , Peyton a speedy recovery a n d
tor, aRev. F. R. Guilford, deliver- surprised if violence flares when sided membership cards which.
_ the battle for African indepenAfter undergoing an operation emy Award winner Wa'ter Bren- ' e
with people; not with transform- presented her with a nice sum,
with
John'
co-starring
now
nan,
he
sermon
at
t
wonderful
la
dence.
last week Ozie Washington is
the ultimate showdown comes." read either "I am for integration"
ing the shape of the land, but with
Wayne, Dean Martin, R ickey Nel- 11:45 service. Visitors were F. R.
hostess. Mrs. improving.
or "I am against integration" de-"If in the opinion of some cri- transforming the life of the ordi- of money. Then the
son, Angie Dickinson and Ward Blandon. Vera Davis and Gracie 1 ACCUSES REPORTERS
Peyton's
daughter,
Mrs.
Essi
e,
A
group
of
young
people
from
tics the declarations made by Pres- nary villager: not with
newsman said pending upon which way you lookdemonstra- Bell Moore served the society a Mt. Canaan motored to Alton Bond in Warner Bros.' "Rio Bra- Sanders. BTU was held at 6 p. m. Another southern
ident Tubman in the past two or ting the supreme skills of
anation ori Mrs. Carl Robinson, directress. the trouble did not lie merely with ed at them.
Ameri- delicious repast.
last Sunday afternoon where they vo, has a unique expl
the said most northern newsthree years may seem to have can technology but with satisfythe publications, but with their
conference appeared on the Youth Day pro- his historionic prowess :
Second
quarterly
George Porter is a patient in
papers had a "distorted view of
erred on the side of moderation, ing the basic needs of the men
porters, too.
and was held at Bethel AME church, gram held it First Baptist.
the hospital.
the
south" and played the integra-I
objectivity
we do not on that account fall into women to whom that
"Sophistication and
technology North Warren with Elder Rev.' The senior mission meeting of teachers
Mrs. Lottie Jones who lives
a posture of grovelling embarrass- may renan she difference between C. M. Hankins presiding The
should be criteria for picking news- lion crisis out of perspective, fail-Mt. Canaan sponsored by presiFuneral was held in Baykin for alone was found in her home, the
ment," Ambassador Padmore said. prosperity and penury, in many pastor and members were happy
men to cover racial flareups." ing to realize only one-third of the
dent Mrs. Evelyn Powell was held Mr. Jackson who passed away at victim o a stroke.
inte- south has any by-racial problem at
continuing:
cases between life and death.
to welcome Dr. liankins and his at the home of Rev. and Mrs. F. his home there
The Rev. Guilford and hi is con- Edward 1). Ball, head of the
gration-fostered Southern Educe- all.
"The only alternative to moder- "Along comes, in other words, a lovely wife to their second quar- C. Williams.
Rev. J. B. Brynton was called gregation recently worshipped at
• ••
is nuclear war . . _Li- true American. who says to the terly conference. Reports of the
on
to Chicago to attend the funeral'the Poplar Grove Baptist church
da wants liberty and indepen- people of Liberia, 'Let me help quarterly conference were made BREWTON
of his son who passed away a with the Rev. E. F. Brown.
nce for the whole of Africa, you' but does not add the wound- at the board meetin, • n Monday.
By ALEX AUTREY
few days ago.
but only . . . under conditions ing words, 'since you cannot or Amount raised — $200.70.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas' son-in-I More than 6,000 hymns were
A meeting was held in Montwhich will enable both Africa and will not help yourself.'
Union fellowship services were gomery, Ala., by the county-state law passed away in Ohio.
'
composed by John Wesley.
the rest of our planet to survive. "We are grateful to all such peo- held at Bethel Sunday afternoon.
"When the brave little' group of ple who link their efforts to ours Sermon by Rev. C. T. Cross. If
settlers began their task of nation- in the spirit of partnership rather you didn't attend this event you
building in Liberia, they practiced, than in exasperated condescen- missed a treat. Sunday night the
a form of discrimination an bet-' sion." Ambasador Padmore said. senior choir presen'ed a' musical
pageant sponsored by Mrs. Irma
ween themselves and the darker PROMINENTS ATTEND
peoples of the tribal hinterland . . Among those seated on the dies Brunson, vice president. This was,
Resentment over the use of a jointly-owned automobile
(but) this attitude was taken more from which the ambassador spoke an outstanding affair under the'
the
request for II $5 loan led to a quarrel between two
and
direction of Mrs. Brunson a n d'
in self-defense than out of a de- were:
brothers and the ultimate shooting of one of them Monsire to bring into existence a new
Miss Beverly, Attorney George i was enjoyed bY all. This program
was the first of many affairs that
type of colonialism.
day night.
F. C.
. chairman of the
are being planned for the furtherYou may be surprised District of Columbia Public UtiliShot in the affray was 0. C. Sanders, a 27-year-old
ance and soccess of the progress
to know that this system Wan ties Commission; the Rev. Father of the choir.
, lamesho toldwapsohl
maintained in Liberia during the Nicholas W. Dohoney of Our Lady
40,
Washington, ho
er:
lbarboothre
", pl. Sanders was treated and then
administration of the early Presi- of Sorrow, West River, Maryland;
chased him from his house and released from Roseland Communi.
dents who were foreign born and Mrs. Padmore, the ambassador's BATESVILLE
shot him after he asked him for ty hospital for a superficial wound
not until a son of the soil appeared' wife; Colonel West Hamilton. a
85.
of the left thigh.
did a gradual integration program! member of the District of Colum- By REV. MATTIE WATKINS •
The gunplay occurred in an at' Police who have both men in
his Board of Education, and Mrs. Mrs. Ruth Kitchen and Sammie
begin.
ley in the rear of 1848 W. 117th custody on an open charge, said
I'ANTS UNIFICATION
Hamilton;
Sales of Little Rock visited here
bad feeling had existed between
Hon. Charles E. Buchanan, Li- last week with relatives.
"Today President Tubman's atthe two brothers for some time
Wilde is not to accept integration beria's secretary of public works; 1 Burial of Irving Osby who died
because of a car they bought toalone but complete and outright Mr. Emmett L. Harmon, execu- in Chicago was held at Haven
gether two years ago.
unification. This policy has been live secretary of the Joint Liber- Rest Cemetery Little R o c k.
They explained that Sanders apaccepted by all the people and ian-United States Commission for He was the orother of Evangelparently resented the fact that
Liberians only Await the momen- Economic Development: Mrs. All. ist Evelyn Sloan,
Washington had more use of the
turn that will be gathered when ene Ewell, director of the Ionia
has returned
Floyd Strong
car than he did.
this snowball, incorporating other Whipper Home in the District of home after visiting his sister,
In his defense, Washington told
avenues such as better health. Columbia and the Reverend Dil- Mrs. Verna Mae Robertson who
Members of the Woodlawn Busipolice that he shot his half-hrother
greater educational facilities and lard Brown of St. Luke's Episcopal resides in Little Rock.
ness Men's Association this week
after the latter threatened him
economic progress, starts rolling- Church in the District of Columbia. Essard Corthine and daughters
asked for an interview with Police
a brick. After the shooting
I Among the guests on the dias of LaCross visited his brother-inalong.
Commissioner Timothy .1. O'Con- with
Sanders who lives at 1800 W. 117th
"The efforts of this handful of' from Freedmen's Hospital were: law and sister, Mr. and Mrs. Fesner to discuss the need for a courtst., went to the nearby home of
brave men to colonize the West Dr. Charles F. Burbridge. direc- tus Johnson recently.
room in the Hyde Park-Woodlawn
an uncle who telephoned police.
Mrs. MAMMie Flemming a n d
Coast of Africa may be compared tor; Mrs. Ella .1. Younger. direrarea.
to the efforts of their white coun- tor of nurses; and Miss Lucia A. Mrs. Julia McCurn visited with
In a letter to the police chief the
Rapley, president of the Freed- relatives in Newport last week.
terparts to colonize Alaska.
organization said a courtroom was ed, however, that snch offenses as
Clayton Watkins and Mr. a n d
"In each case, there were two men's Hosoilal School of Nursing
needed so that the many petty broken windows, shoplifting and
son, director of public rely,
the fashionable Hotel GreenHOWARD S. CURTIS, left, secMrs. Fletcher Turner visited in
formidable obstacles . . . an und Association.
crimes which still plague the area, purse snatching still qw3tinue and
lions, Bennett ,ollege, GreensSulphur Springs,
White
and
brier,
Brown
university
of
retary
An informal poll of prominent Newport recently.
familiar climate and a daunting
could he presecuted more quickly it was these offenses which the
boro, N. C. and Moses Belton,
W. Va. The others are: Dr.
president of the American Colremoteness from the homeland, persons attending the banquet re. The missionary society met Fri
with the aid of witnesses in the business men wani handled
director of outdo- relations,
Charles Ray, director of the
AssociaRelations
Public
lege
Bethel
AME
at
with
evening
unanimous
favorable day
quickly.
Those who would speak contempt- I vested a
neighborhood.
Johnson C. South university.
News Bureau. North Carolina
chats with college publicition,
Mrs.
Celtic
Harper.
president,
Ambassador
Padmore's
The communication was sighed
tiously of the rale of progress in opinion of
The group praised Capt. Joseph
Charlotte, N.0 seven colleges
College at Durham; Mrs. Repeople while attending the
ty
Mrs.
W.
T.
Daniel,
Rev.
and
,r, Healy of the Woodlewn Police by Sol Bloomberg, chairmao; lid
iberis would do well to think of remarks.
director
enrollof
Negro
predominant
Briscoe,
MasonClay
the
veils
meeting
of
Mr. and Mrs. Tyree Kcannard, annual
tasks."
Station and his staff for the good Steele, president, and Stan Meh
Morgan Slate
ments were repiesented at the
of publicity,
Dixon District held recently at
" he says, "but Cattle and Margie Harper, Mr.
"Do Your acting,
' In answer to the charge halt
GibI.
meet.
job
they are performing. They add- thew, executive secretary.
W.
Baltimore;
college,
caught at it."
and Mrs. Roy Bacuum, Mrs. Can
Liberia, despite American help, is i don't get
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FEPC Boosters
FAIR EMPLOYMENT Practice legislation for
Illinois is chief topic as
Rep. William H. Robinson (2nd from left)
speaks at Baptist ministers
conference. The ministers voted to send a delegation
to Springfield for
an FEPC hearing April 14 and pledged
statewide support for passage of
FEPC legislation Clerics from left: Stroy
Freeman; W. M Lambert.
President, Ministers Conference and King S. Range.

Event To Follow
Camp Meetings

Reward For Squealing

KARACHI, Pakistan — (UPI) —
The government has taken new
steps to reduce black marketing
with a self-rewarding marital law
regulation.
MEMBERS of the West Virginia State College A Cappella choir, Institute.
The regulation directs all PakisFRENCH FOREIGN Minister Maurice Couve de MurW. Va., are currently on tour of four states - Indiana, Pennsylvania, New
tanis to report cases of black
vine gives the continental look in New York following
1'ork and West Virginia. Directed by Prof. Gladys B. Johnson, choir
marketing, smuggling, bribery and
an Air France flight from Paris. He was enroute to atwill deliver six concerts during annual spring tour. From, left: Julia
MEMPHIS' — Dr. D. I. Vander- 1 It no has a domestic membership hoarding to the nearest police statend NATO Foreign Ministers' meeting in Washington.
tion. Informants may receive up
Coles, Roberta Simmons. Durnice Booker, Robert Starkey and Carroll
pool, of San Jose, Calif., will be
I totalling 301,700 in 4,587 church- to half of the fine levied on the
UPI Telephoto
the presiding general superinten-;es in
Warner.
the U. S., Canada and the offenders they report.
dent for the annual Gulf Central(
British
Isles.
Iles.
It
maintains
more
Negro Nazarene district assembly
450
in 40 world
which will be held in the
Friend-areas World offices and publishship Church of the
Nazarene,'ing house are in Kansas City, Mo,
Memphis, Tenn., April 4-5.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Senate Wednesday approtred
WILLIAMSBURG. Va. — (UPI) — Jordan's youthful King Husbe,e
1Rv. and Mrs. Rogers have four
EL PASO —(UPI— Airman second class Victor Leroy BlodCamp meeting services will
a House passed bill extending the temporary unemployment pay
sein started a three-week cross country tour today. He will depart gett, 31, confessed that he thretv
children.
a
beer
glass
of
gasoline
upon
held for three days preceding thei
program for three months. But it tacked on a new feature that
Monday morning for Knoxville, Tenn., to visit Tennessee Valley his sleeping wile
and set her on fire with her own cigarette lighter.
assembly. on April 1-3, according !15 CHURCHES
raised doubts about the future of the program.
Authority dams and the Atomic Energy Commission facilities at
"I
don't
know
why
'The
I
did
it,"
he
district
said.
Memphis
assembly
"I
was
drunk.
Rev.
No
Warren
one
A. Rogers, of
to the
The Senate sent the bill back to the House which quickly ornearby Oak Ridge, Tenn.
in his right mini would have done a thing like that."
Detroit. Mich., district superia. will entertain delegates and guests
dered a Senate-House conference committee to try to work out a
Hussein also will visit the military academy at West Point, N. Y.
His wife, Eva Jean, 22, jumped up from the couch where she
from 15 Negro Nazarene churches
tendent.
compromise in time for Congress to start its 10-day Easter recess
April 14 and the Air Force Academy at Colorado Springs, April 8. had been asleep,
burning from her feet to her hair. A neighbor
Rev.'Rogers, veteran of 18 years in the following states: Texas, Ok- Other stops on his tour will
at the close of business Thursday.
include Ft. Henning, Ga., 1,05 Angeles, smothered
the fire with his coat.
In the Nazarene -ministry, i, tnclahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Ken- New Orleans, Chicago, Detroit and New York City.
Before approving the measure, the Senate adopted an amendBut Mrs. Blodgett suffered second and third degree burns
first Negro district superintendent Itucky, Virginia, North and South
Eugene McCarthy, D.-Minn. It would add an estiThe King is scheduled to leave New York for London April IT.
over nearly all of her body. Doctors at William Beaumont army ment by Sen.
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mulit the denomination.
mated 100,000 persons to the jobless that would draw emergency
hospital gave her almost no chance to live.
Ills district takes in Negro Na-sissippi, Tennessee and Florida.
benefits under the House version of the legislation.
tarene work in 13 Gulf Central
states.
GETTYSBURG, Pa. — (UPI) — President Eisenhower will make
REV. TERRY
an important speech on the international situation here next SaturPasitor of the host church is the
BEIRUT, Lebanon. — (UPI) — Lebanese Premier Rashid Ear
HAVANA—(UPI)—The U. S. Embassy reported that Austin F.
day, the White House said Friday.
Rev. Henry Terry, 312 West Trigg
Press Secretary James C. Hagerty told newsmen the April 4 Young, a private pilot of (3851 S.W. 91st. ave.) Miami, Fla., bet ml disclosed that President Gamal Abdel Nasser of the United Aral.
Republic and Iraqi Premier Abdel Karim Kassem held a secret meetave., Memphis.
been arrested by Cuban revolutionary authorities.
address at a Gettysburg college convocation will deal with world
Rev. Rogers has been instrumentYoung was charged with flying followers of ousted dictator ing in Lebanon.
problems rather than domestic issues.
Karami said the meeting was held "some time ago" — he did
at organizing six Negro NazaIle said the President was working on this and another speech Fulgencio Batista out of Cuba for $1,500 each. He also was charged
not give a specific date — to discuss "questions of mutual interest."
rene churches. lie pastored in Inscheduled for next week during his quiet Easter week end with with possessing more than 81,500 in "hot" Cuban currency.
He said the Lebanese government is preparing a communique on
dianapolis, Detroit and Oakland.
Mrs. Eisenhower at their Gettysburg farm.
Police said Young smuggled out at least two of Batista's miliCalifornia, and has been in evangetary aides wanted by revolutionary authorities, taking one of them the talk.
No further details of the meeting were available immediately.
listic work coast-tocoast.
to the Dominican Republic and the other to Florida.
Iraqis have accused the United Arab Republic of fostering the
With his wife. Dorothy, who sings
Officials said Young flew a Beechcraft plane and used an
attsd plays the piano, he has preachWASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Red Cross announced Saturday opefi field between Marial and Baracoa, west of Havana, for his revolt in Mosul, in northern Iraq, earlier this month.
Nasser has delivered a number of recent speeches blasting Iraq
ed in- and directed many camp
it has collected only 70 per cent of its 695,000,000 fund-raising goal smuggling operations.
and Kassem for communist alliances.
meetings.
for this year, with the campaign nearly over.
Rev. and Mrs. Rogers base appeared on radio and TV, and are
recording artists. He is a composHOBE SOUND. Fla. —(UPD—A cheerful and smiling John
VENTURA, Calif. — (UPI) — Elizabeth Duncan. 54, found sane er of several gospel songs includLOS ANGELES — (UPD — A wealthy 60-year-old widow, miss- Foster Dulles arrived at this millionaires' island retreat Monday at the time she hired two
and
ing. "I Will Mind God,"
men to kill her pregnant daughter-in-law,
ing
for
eight
days and feared the victim of foul play, was discovered to recuperate from treatments for cancer.
will be formally sentenced to death April 3.
''Praise God foi Full Salvation."
in jail where she is serving a sentence for shoplifting. Police said.
The 71-year-old secretary of state appeared completely caregrace. It also holds to all the
Judge Charles F. Blackstock, who ruled the Santa Barbara maSgt. Bill Stamhler, of the West Los Angeles detectives, said a free as he nearly danced down the airplane ramp at West Palm tron
historic doctrines of the New Tessane, will pass the sentence committing her to death in the
woman friend of Mrs. Thelma Gaston has positively identified her Beach, accompained by his wife, and entered a limousine for the
REV. ROGERS
timent.
gas chamber and on the same day also will hear arguments by her
as the missing widow at Lincoln Heights jail.
40-mile drive here.
attorney for a new trial.
Stambler said the jailed woman was arrested Saturday for shopCloudy but 83-degree weather greeted Dulles at the airport in
Mrs. Duncan, who along with her son, Frank, 30, heard the
lifting at a downtown department store but gave the name of Sylvia contrast to the light rain that
fell from murky skies when
sanity ruling With composure in the same courtroom where a jury
Stanley.
Washington.
of eight women and four men convicted her of the for hire murder
Mrs. Gaston, a resident of the expensive Fox Hills district of
of Frank's wife, Olga. 30. and then condemned her to death, said
Los Angeles, was last seen on March 20 in the downtown area,
she thought her appeal would be successful.
where it was presumed she was on her way to collect rent from pro"I think I have a good chance (for a new trial)," Mrs. Duncan
perty she owned there.
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) — Irish Republic President Sean T. said.
O'Kelly left for New York Monday on the first leg of his trip home.
The 76-year-old fiery Irish leader wound up his three day stay
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Leaders of organized labor %oiced here by attending two dinners given in his honor and warning that
dissatisfaction Saturday with congressional action on unemployment the "Irish goverment must be allowed to declare its policy without
NEW ORLEANS — (UPI) — Cuban Prime Minister Fidel Castro
NEW YORK -- "The Unity an; .
,.ages, West V i
legislation and other economic bills in the first three mnths of the interference by anybody attempting to use force."
will come to the United States nex month to address the American
Responsibility of Negro African
State college currently on present session.
"It
would
he
a
poor
government
allow
any
that
other
would
auSociety of Newspaper Editors without any opposition from the state
Culture" was the theme of the leave in Europe.
They said they were especially disappointed by Congress' failure thority to assert itself in the country and take the rightful authority
department.
Second Congress of Negro Writers James T. Harris, jr., assistant to take action
before beginning a 10-day Easter recess Thursday.
from the elected government of the Irish people," he said.
George Healy, Jr. president of the ASNE, said that he had
and Artists which ended its eight: executive director of AMSAC.
AFL-C10 sources also expressed mounting displeasure with the
O'Kelly made his remarks before addressing some 2.000 persons conferred with Roy R. Rubottom. Jr., assistant
day meeting in Rome, Italy, this. Dr. Adelaide Cromwell Hill, so- Democratic
secretary of state
leadership for what labor leaders regard as a refusal at the Philadelphia Irish center.
for Latin American affairs, and received assurances that the society
week
ciologist, African Research a n d to challenge President Eisenhower on basic economic issues.
had "every right to invite Castro here."
This conference was sponsored Studies Program of Boston univerHealy said that "to the best of my knowledge" the Cuban revby the international Society of At-1 sity.
olutionary leader is planning to be in Washington for the ASNE
rican Culture, an organization James W. Ivy. treasurer of AM PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) — A Marine reservist was arrested by
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Navy will begin sending radio
annual meeting in April. He made the statement after he was told
which is known in this country as SAC, Editor of the Crisis maga- the FBI Saturday after allegedly sending fake telegrams to himself messages
between Washington and Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, this year
that Sen. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.) had demanded that the State Dethe publisher of the journal, Pres- zine.
and another reservist, ordering them to report to active duty.
by bouncing them off the moon, the publication Washington Science
partment make clear how it stands on invitations to Castro from
ence Africaine. Representing t he
Carl E. Ffennrich, special agent in charge of the FBI office here, Trends said today.
Miss Pearl Primus, dancer, New
private organizations and individuals.
United States were 14 leaders and York.
said Ronald E. Blake, 22, of 348 Harrison St., Bristol, Pa., sent the
The publication, which has made reliable forecasts in the past,
members of the American Society
Redding,
writer, wires "in an effort to sever relations with his wife, with whom he said the Navy now was testing and evaluating its plan to use the
Saunders
of African Culture (AMSAC).
was having martial difficulties.
moon as a "passive relay station."
Hampton Institute.
Chairman of the delegation was
Blake was arrested at his home on a charge of falsely representUsing the moon to reflect radio signals, Science Trends said. "is
Five members of the American
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The government reported today that
Dr. John A. Davis, executive diing himself as a lieutenant colonal in the Marine Corps in sending expected to provide greater reliability and anti-jamming capacity."
living costs in February remained urrhanged — slightly below the
rector of AaiSAC. Commissioner delegation presented papers dur- a telegram to William Spangenberg, 4619 Gary Drive, Bristol. He
ing
the
they
Congress
we
r
e:
all-time record high.
on the N. Y. State Commission
will be given a hearing before U. S. Commissioner Edward W. Furia.
Against Discrimination and Pro- Saunders Redding on "Sanctions
The Labor Department's consumer price index, considered on,.
Negro's
American
of
the
Literary
fessor of Government at the City
of the most reliable barometers of inflation, registered 123.8 in JanArt;"
Dr.
William
Fontaine
T.
on
VATICAN
College of N. Y. The delegation
CITY. — (UPI) — Britain's Princess Margaret prob- uary.
WASIIINGTON — (UPI) — Ailing Secretary of State John Foster
"Toward a Philosophy of Ameri- Dulles flies to Florida Monday to recuperate
included:
This means it cost $12.38 to buy the same goods and services
from radiation treat- ably will be received by Pope John XXIII when she visits Rome in
April with the Queen Mother Elizabeth, high Vatican sources said which cost 810 about 10 years ago.
Samuel W. Allen, poet and in- can Negro Literature." Mr. Elton ments for his abdominal cancer.
structor at the School of Law, Tex- Fax on "Thunderbolts in"Color and
The index has moved within a range of two-tenths of one per
Dulles will travel aboard the presidential plane Columbine III. today.
Stone;" Mr. James W. Ivy on
The Princess broke a 50-year-old British precedent in 1949 when cent for the past seven months. This is regarded as unusually steady
as Southern university.
Dulles will be accompanied by his wife; his special assistant
Mn. Etta Moten Barnett, sing- "The Semantics of Being Negro Joseph N Greene, Jr.; Captain Edward J. Kamin II, a Walter Reed Pope Pius XII granted her an audience. That visit created a stir in considering the successive monthly increaes for more than a year
er, actress and rad,io commenta- in the Americas," and Mr. Rob- Army hospital staff specialist in internal medicine, and Miss Phylis Protestant Britain where the Princess is a member of the Anglican before the price plateau was reached.
church.
tor, Chicago.
ert L. Carter on "The United Bernau, the secretary's personal assistant.
A second visit by a British princess to a Pope would be us•
Dr. Horace Mann Bond. presi- States Supreme Court and the Isprecedented and might stir up another outburst in London.
dent of AMSAC, Dean of the sue of Racial Discrimination since
SANTE FE, N. M. — (UPI) — World Traveler LOWCI Thomas,
School of Education, Atlanta uni- 1940."
WASHINGTON — (CPI) — The United States Saturday denounc•
Sr., one of the few westerners ever to see Tibet, holds little hope
versity.
The Congress is organized ed as "barbarous intervention" the Chinese communist installation
for
the remote land's revolt against the Chinese.
Robert L. Carter; General Conn.; around four major commissions: of pro-Red Panchen Lama as premier of Tibet where revolt broke
"The chances are all against them throwing off the red yoke,"
.el for the NAACP.
Literature, the Human and Poll' out last week
TOKYO — (UPI) — Judge Akio Date ruled today that the he told United Press International
Tuesday.
Dr. Mercer Cook; Chairman of I tical Sciences, The Arts and The
The State Department said the action was aimed at subjugating presence of
American troops in Japan violates this country's U. S.•
Thomas said it will be an extremely difficult problem for the
the, AMSAC executive council, pro-, Mathematical and Technical Sci- the Tibetan people by destroying their "historical autonomy."
fostered "no war" constitution.
warring
tribesmen
get
to
wesitxms from the outaide world. He called
fessor of French; Howard univer- ences. During the Congress there
It accused the communists of "blatant violation" of their 1951
Date, dismissing charges against seven leftist rioters in the tribesmen of eastern Tibet "some of
the most warlike in the world,"
sity currently on leave in Europe. was a display of Negro literature pledge guaranteeing the Tibetans political and religious indepenTokyo district coed, said the U.S.-Japanese security treaty which in spite of the strong peaceful
Elton Fax, artist, New York.
force of the buddhist religion over
and art. AMSAC contributed pic- dence.
calls for the stationing of American forces in Japan is unconstitution- other sections of the land.
i Dr. William T. Fontaine, secre- tures to this display and recordThe statement added that the United States "is profoundly sym- al.
The news commentator-author and his son, Lowell Jr., were
tary nt AMSAC, professor of Phil- . ings of some of the top Negro pathetic with the people of
Tibet" and that "the baibstrous intervenA justice ministry spokesman immediately dismissed Date's vited to Tibet 10 years ago — a
osophy, University of Pennsylvan- musicians of the country, in ad- tion of the Chinese
rare act by the government whose.
communist imperialists" was int.nded "to de- ruling as "absolutely unacceptable." He pointed out that the Japapolicy is to forbid foreigners.
ia
j dition to a collection of books by prive a proud and brave people of their cherished religious and poli- nese
the
courts
upheld
have
constitutionality
security
of
the
pact
"As
far as I know we were the last Americans in there."
Or. Naomi Garrett, professor Of American Negro authors.
tical autonomy and to prevent their inetitutions to communist ends: in ruling after ruling.
Thomas
said in an interview.
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Hussein Begins U. S. Tour Today

College Choir On Tour
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O'Kelly Winds Up U. S. Tour
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Labor Raps Congress In Action

Calls Self To Duty To Escape Wife

Castro Set For Visit Here Next Month

Navy To Transmit Via The Moon

Living Costs Steady During February

Dulles Off For Florida Rest Today

Pope, Margaret May Meet This Month
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Sees Little Hope For Tibetans

U. S. Denounces Reds In Tibet

Rules Against U. S. Troops In Japan
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Striped Bass Tagged
At Kentucky Lake

by
4111a4MIESIna C. Cooke

Here's hoping your Easter was a which was held on the campus of
most enjoyable one. With the sea- A. and I. State university. Anothson of Spring issuing in such love- er long week end was enjoyed by
ly weather, I'm sure you had no those connected with the school
trouble showing off that Easter system last week for Easter vafinery. Churches are usually fill-I cation. It is the last break before
ed to their capacity on one of the the close of school.
greatest feasts in the church year
Many activities have already beand children, introduced to t h e, gun closing. Annual programs els,true meaning of Easter through 1 en at Merry high are the NHA
programs in which they partici- fashion show of April 10, the mupate. Many of them were making sic festival, featuring the glee
their stage debut, but you will club and the band on April 17
have to admit they are cute.
and the senior play on May 1.
SCHOOL DEVOTIONS
Keep these dates in mind and
"The Call to Righteousness" was watch the paper for the other
the theme used during Holy Week important events.
when a series of programs were CLUB DOINGS
presented in the Jackson c it y
The Civic Pride club has been
schools. These devotional periods making the most of the pleasures
were sponsored by the Interdenom- of their business and fellowship
inational Ministers' Wives council. meetings during the months of
Speakers at Merry High school February and March. The ladies
eluded 'Rev. U. Z. McKinnon, were delighted to share in the
v. W. G. Terry and Rev. J. wonderful
hospitality
of Mrs. CHAMPS - Pictured above
aige. Rev. M. L. Easley, Rev
Myrtle Monroe who served as are members of the championRelf and Rev C. F. Odum were
hostess at the meeting which was ship Kortrecht school team
speakers at Lincoln.
which nailed down the highest
At South Jackson were Revs. held at the Berean Church fel.
number of top men in the reJ. M. Cunningham, J. P. Jones, lowship room. The there used
cent
Tri-State Boxing tournaand J. A. Adams and J. Atwater was "Patriotic Progress."
and others spoke at Washington- Each member gave a quotation ment held in Church Park anDouglas school. Students of Jack- of Lincoln's and beautiful prizes
son received much inspiration went to ladies answering the highest number of questions about Linfrom these talks,
LANE CAREER CONFERENCE coln.
The annual career conference Then came Mrs. Marie Penn and
NASHVILLE - The Nashville
was held on the campus of Lane Mrs. Savannah Randolph riding in
college March 24 and 25 at which on the wings of the swift March Sportsman's club's 12th annual
wind with most enjoyable enter- Bird Dog Field trials last week
time students on the college level
tainments for everyone. A special saw highest honors in the all-age
had the opportunity of hearing
noted consultants in the fields in feature at the meeting of Mrs. event going to W. E. Bcaumont's
which they were interested. High Randolph's was that the music Ty Cindy, a setter.
school students in this area were rendered by Miss Freddie L. A close second was taken by
guests on Wednesday to get an in- Clark and Miss Romania Robin- Hightone Beau's Kay at the tough
sight on vocations and get ac- son. Mrs. Martha Theus of Chica- continuous Fort Campbell, Ky ,
go, was guest. While in the city, course, while third place went to
quainted with a college campus.
The main speaker for the oc- Mrs. Thetis was the house guest setter Dick's Peerless Sport. The
winners
casion in the morning sessions was of Mrs. V. F. Walker on Hays second and third place
r. Garret of Ohio State. Dr. J. ave., who entertained with an are both owned and bandied by

• "P•

Biologists of the Game and !Ptah week and continue through the
eommission hope to tag approxi- months of April or until 4,000
mately 4,000 white (stripe) bass stripers have been tagged, acon Kentucky lake during the cording to E. S. Cobb and John
Spring spawning run. Objectives Conder, biologists in charge of
of the study are (1) to determine the project.
the extent of individual white All white bass tagged on Kenbass population (2) to determine tucky lake this year will bear pink
where major runs occur (3), ob- tags with the letter "E" in front
Fish will be taggtain general information on the of the numbers.
different areas up and down
abundance of the white bass Pop- ed in
Fishermen are requested
ulation that is being harvested the lake.
to be on the alert for fish tags
by fishermen, and (4) to obtain and return them promptly, giving
general life-history information date and location of the catch.
which is necessary for sound When a number of fishermen
management of any species.
turn in tags a pattern takes shape
The fish will he taken primari- which reveals the life history of
ly in hoop nets which will be the fish. From this Information
marked and attended most of the the technicians can make sound
time during the day.
recommendations for management,
These studies will begin this thus providing better fishing.
(thorium. From left to right are
Leon Ware, James McClendon.
eh a m p: Ocaque Claybon:
James Byrd. champ Lester
Neely. champ; Blondie Trent,
Wardean Teen t, champ:
James Wakefield, champ; Tom-

my Harris, champ; Prank
Thomas, James Crowley, Tommy Trent, and Charlie Thom.
as. The team was trained I's
Principal William W. Cox and
assistant trilling Hassell Farmer. Other winners in the tour-

ney were Harry Manning of
So. Parkway Athletic club,
LaMond Brooks of Woodstock,
Lorenzo Thomas of Osceola.
Ark. and James Davis of Hernando. Miss.

Prep Cage Champions
Feted With Banquet

The Lester High school basketball team, 1959 Prep League
Champions, was feted by the
school Athletic Association at the
handled by Jinni]) Maynard. who Derby Stake winners were Sun- Gay Hawk restaurant on Thursnight, March 25.
day
took first place in the slower shoot- day Ginger Pep, owned and handing dog stake. Second place went led by L P. Marshall, first place: The aggregation, grabbing t h e
to Hell's Bells, owned and handled Crockett's Merry Britches, owned Prep League championship after
by R. B. Rodgers, with Marshall's and handled by Byrom Ellis, sec- only three years of participation,
Paul, owned and handled by L. ond place; and Zev's Communique has made history In Memphis
P. Marshall, taking third.
owned and handled by B. E. Mass- cage circles. Featured at the banquet was Lester Captain Joseph
In the eight brace puppy stake, ey, third place,
first, second and third place hon- Judges for the braces, featur- (Chicken) Gilliam, high point man
ors went to J. 0. Kinsey's Mary, ing more than 50 entries, were of the team and all-Me m phis
M. K. Jordan's Trackdown and L. W. West and Johnny Adair, guard. Other Lester all-Memphis
Sgt. Sam Saylor served as mar- stars attending were second-team
Mr. Kinsey's Peggy.
shal.
DERBY WINNERS

center Clarence Worship; a
third-team guard Charles miller
and forward Willie Bullock.
Coach Jerry C. Johnson of Les
Moyne college spoke to the en.
Pete Day.
semble.
Receiving an award for his work
Lester Coach Jesse C. Peacock,
in the saddle as chief handler
prep league "Coach of the Year"
and scout for each of the many
braces was dog fancier and Tenfor 1958-59, and Assistant Coach
nessee state university staffer,
Ira E. Spillers, were specie)
Wayne Reeves.
guests at the affair.
AWARDS GIVEN
Other members of the team ars:
The two-day trials was climaxFirst String Co-Captain Melvin
ed by th e presentation of trophies
Boyland, David Walker, Cl y di
and awards at a dinner session
E xum, William Macklin, Leo*
at Fort Campbell's Rod and Gun
Strother and Robert Robertson.
club with Alfred C. Cralloway servester's B. Team players are:
ing as master of ceremonies.
William Person, Edward Shelia,
fessional model of Chicago, was Other award winners were MayJohn Swift, Milton Burchfield,
guest of Sigma Gamma Rho soror- nard's Sweet Browning, owned and
Bishop Trotter, Melvin Barnett,
ity, No Sigma chapter, for three
NEW YORK - De Soto is in- William Yancey, Henry Robinsessions on Saturday March 21.
vesting nearly 25 million dollars son, John Phillips, Willie Finnie
The first session was held in the
in engineering and styling of its and Earl Baker, Ronert Sims is
home of Mrs. W. R. Bell, Sigma
future models in preparation for the trainer of the team.
soror, when a charm clinic was
Prricipal Andrew 13. Bland of
"A Night in Laa Vegas" was Somerville, Mr. and Mrs. Warren the expanding automobile market
held for the "Debs" who are to
according to J. B. Lester complimented the team on
the theme of a party given at the Dixon, Mrs. Minnie Anderson, Mrs. of the Sixties,
be presented on April 10.
its
performance and thanked the
Wagstaff, De Soto general managAt this session the young ladies The Home Demonstration Work Lakeview country club house on Louise Taylor, Mrs. Charles Cham- er.
coaches and members of t h •
Mrs.
Lois
Weddington,
pion,
Miss
Marion
Ark
recently
at
Horne
Lake
rd,
recently
and
each
shop
met
were taught how to sit, stand,
Athletic Association who worked
walk, model and enter a room. in the Phelix High school cafe person was given $1,1136 in play Corinne Jenkins and Miss Helen
with the boys. Snscial mention
money to compete for prizes in Heard.
Kennedy, jr., Mrs. Clemmie BagThe second session was held for teria.
MANY PRESENT
ley, Miss Nellie Siscom, Milton Kel- was made of the graduating sencollege and high school students, The
demonstration
centered various games.
Also Miss Charlsye Heard, Mrs. ley, Charles Pollard, Mrs. Ouida iors: Melv.n Boylarrl, David WalkRefreshments were served and
free of charge, in the Lane college around sausage buscuits.
all had an enjoyable time. Prices Freddie Floyd, Mrs. Countess Pey- Boyd. Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Bailey er, Clyde Exum, Willie Bullock
•
chapel.
The clubs were welcomed by were awarded to the highest bid- ton, Mrs. Louis Cunningham, Sam and Mr. and Mrs. David Dames. and Claience Worship.
The final session was also held Principal Potts,
der who turned out to be Mrs. Brown, Mrs. Carrie Doxey, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Jamerson. The group was served a menu
on the campus when Miss Bingley
The White Rose club 'of Earle Ann Smith and James Boyd.
Georgia Mitchell, Mrs. Ann Smith Rufus Winfrey, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd of fried chicken, potato sticks,
modeled, with emphasis placed on
participated in the demonstra- Members of the club and guests John F. Wilson and S. W. Carroll, Newsum, Clifford Stockton. Mrs. creamed peas, tossed salad and
hats.
tion, copping second prize. Marion, included Elmer Henderson, Mr,. D. E. Amos, Timothy McGuire, Frances M. Davis, Richard Banks, ice cres,n. The baNuet was suSaturday afternoon the home of Ark., came in first.
,
Mrs. Ma- pervised tie John Lacey, metals
Sallie Thomas, Mn, and Mrs. Sam- Jr., Morris Smith, Charles Fields, Mr. and Mrs. Odie Ca
at.
on
Institute
Mrs. Doris Price
Attending from Earle were Mrs uel Peace, Mr. and Mrs. James Mrs. Aline McGuire, Charles J. rent Stamps and other
ant manager.
was the setting for a "Coffee Sip" Julia Williams, Mrs. Eliza Comb
honoring Miss Bingley. Miss Mary Mrs.: Hadie Strong and Mrs. Pear
E. Taylor, daughter of Mrs. Price Hunt.
and a Sigma soror served as the On March 26 the Home Demonperfect hostess to the occasion. In stration
club met at Mrs. Julia
addition to sigma sorors, repre- Williams' home. The demonstrasentatives from Alpha Kappa Altion was on cooking, donuts, cakes
pha sorority were Mrs. Rosetta
and cinnamon rolls. Mrs. Williams
McKissack and Miss Lurline Saand Mrs. Bohanna were hostesses
vage. Delta Sigma Theta was reserving a full meal.
presented by Mmes. Essie M. PerThe following day the club met
ry and Cora Deberry.
The guest model gave high at the home of Mrs. Exil Lee
Snipes
where business consisted of
points on beauty tips and demonstrated "emphasis on Beautiful cutting and sewing. Mrs. Snipes
served with Mrs.Elizabeth Comb
Eyes and Brows."
assisting.
Mrs. Martha Turner supervised
meeting with help from the county agent.
The seventh grade presented
plays titled "Cupid on The Loose"
and "The Doctor's Daughter," on
March 27 at Dunbar High school
library, sponsored by Mrs. Martin and Miss R. Parr.
Mrs. Morralle Dancy Johnson is
visiting her parents, Rev. and
Mrs. Fred Dancy and her sister
Mrs. Blondell Johnigarn. M r s.
Johnson is from Springfield, Mass.,
in route to California.

op Award To Setter In Bird Dog Trials
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:sowers, professor of sociology,
as speaker in the afternoon sessions. Departmental meetings were
held on chose,. careers.
College students had the opportunity of hearing the college band
in concert on their day and high
school students enjoyed the music
of the Merry High school band on
the day set .aside for high school
students. Another feature of the
conference was the Science Fair
which was set up in the I. B. Tigrett Science building.
, General chairman of the committee for the career conference
was Mrs. Essie M. Perry, department of education.
, Many Jacksonian% and teachers
from Madison county journeyed to
Nashville. Tenn., on the week end
of March 21 to attend the Tennessee v.ducation congress meeting

apetizing brunch.
The next meeting for the Civic
Pride club is scheduled to be with
Mrs. Ada McNeely, president of
the club.
The last meeting of the New
Idea Club was held in the lovely
home of President and Mrs. C. A.
Kirkendoll with Mrs. Kirkendoll
serving as hostess. The theme used
at this meeting was "Easter Bonnets" which was a surprise game
introduced by Mrs. McKissack.
The game was in the form of a
puzzle of hats. The prize for winning the game went to Mrs. Maney.
The dining table was most beautiful set up with a buffet supper
which was thoroughly enjoyed by
everyone present.
SIGMAS' GUEST MODEL
Miss Dorothy P. Bingley, pro-
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DeSoto Invests
In Future Models

Lakeview Club Presents
ARK. 'A Night In Las Vegas'

GOLDEN MEASURE FLASK

great new way!Our brilYou can now enjoy Ancient Age bourbon in a
and curved to fit your pocket,
liant new pint and half-pint flask is slim
no extra coat!
topped off with the fashionable golden jigger cup. All at

•

IF YOU CAN FIND A BETTER BOURBON...BUY IT!

RENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKIY • 6 YEARS OLD

go() PRDOT • •ANcHNT AGE 01ST. Ca. FRANKFORT, KY.

Fishermen Head
For Lakes As
Spring Returns
Fishing activity throughout West
Tennessee is picking up as the
usual spring rush begins. Crappie
are being taken daily at Reelfoot
and Kentucky Lakes. However, the
low water and high winds have
made it very unfavorable for the
fishermen in some areas in recent
weeks.
The water of Kentucky lake is
scheduled to begin rising this week
according to TVA reports, providing there is not too much rain.
This should send the crappie into
the shallows.
Stripers are being caught on
crayfish and small spinners in the
areas where spring runs occur.
Indian Creek, Big Sandy River and
Beech, Buffalo and Duck river
in Kentucky Lake. all, are areas
where excellent stripe fishing can
be found if the weather and water
I, right. Large strings are being
caught daily in the Saltillo area.
Many of the State lakes are in
good shape and providing excellent fishing for this time of year.
Managers on most of these lakes
have been working all winter to
improve the fishing in their re•
spective lakes. Spawning areas
have been marked at Fisherville.,
Browne, Maple and Carroll Lake:.
Brush shelters have been built
and undesirable fish removed front
Carroll Lake. Maps have been •
made showing spawning areas,
creek beds and stumps, and will
he available to fishermen. These
can be obtained from the lake
managers of the various lakes.

IT'S EASY
TO

The Rules are Simple:

WIN

will be based on your average increase for the fourteen week period.

1.

This contest

2.

Starting base will be the number of papers you sold February 21.

3.

Newsboys must make complete report by Thursday of each week.

4. Non-payment of your bill will disqualify you.
5. Must sell papers every week, rain or shine.
6. Customer list must be given to your supervisor.
Tell Mother and Father about contest. They will be glad to help you win these cash prizes.

CONTEST DATES: Feb.28 thru June 2
THE PRIZES:
1st Prize
2nd Prize
3rd Prize
4th Prize
5th Prize
6th Prize
7th Prize
8th Prize
9th Prize
10th Prize

•
40.00
30.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
15.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

11th Prize
12th Prize
13th Prize
14th Prize
15th Prize
16th Prize
17th Prize
18th Prize
19th Prize
20th Prize

• • al.••.• we:•411111111•

$5.00

., 5.00
5.00
2.50
2.50
1.00
111
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

•eel• lel•tom •.•••-• •

•I• • •fel•:Al • • •IVII•T•
•.• • 0111

1:1
•I•IVI•T• fetal• •;el • • •

•••filre• fen,• • rue • • •

•,• ere.ale,• • nil • • •

15.
.
•• tete-•"eirel• • ;•••• •.

Father fill out the blank below and return to Tri-State Defender, 236 South Wellington, Memphis, Tenn.

Let Mother or

...Address

Boy's Name

.

Phone Number

Signed:
rq,d her or Father

"Fowlkes. Fowlkes'" was the , The student team, coached by
cry of more than 2,000 spectators!John Tenort, included Foster Adas they watched the faculty bas- ams. Felton Earls, William Higketball team whack the student gins, Paul Robinson, Samuel Lusk,
William Wilks, Roy Cheatem, Arsquad by a score of 48 to 36.
The faculty team with Charley field.
Tarpley, an ex-student at UCLA,
as coach, was undoubtedly captain- as close as the students ever came
ed by William Fowlkes, The facul- after the middle of the second
ty line-up was Fowlkes, Carr, Grif- quarter.
fin, Lomax Jordan. Alexander.
CURRENT CoUPLES
Martin, Durr, Thompson
and
Dorris Clariette and Jerry Suggs
Brown.
The crowd was thrilled as foot- Jo Ann Lynch and John W illie
ball Coach Fowlkes shot from ev- I Mitchell, Rachel Morrison and Ruery angle and faked with most of j hen Watts. Geraldine Bernard and
them. The faculty raptain w a s Leo Walthall, Ernest Taylor and
high-point man with 32, Otis Doris Thompson, Clarnice Smith
Brown was second with eight and Charhe Cobbert, Gwendolyn
Edwards and Albert Yates, Yumpoints.
Mr. Griffin must he commended mie Kirk and Deana Echols, and.
for the sensational 2-points he Jean Taylor and Alvin Johnson.
I
made from near the middle of the COMING EVENTS
'
.
court after recovering a scramble, Senior
Dance, April 3,
p. m.
Nearly off balance he made a t Junior Revue, April 10, 8
p. m.
terrific underhand basket for his Washington Ballet, April
30, 8
two points.
ip, m„

Bore at John Gaston hospital* March 24, 1959
A son, Louis, to Mr. and Mrs.
March 21, 1959
A daughter, Katherine, to Mr. Louis Martin of 1393 Kimball.
A son, Kenneth, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Luster Crutchfield of 774
A son, Marcethous, to Mr. and
Martin Harris of 3431 Dillard.
Orgill.
Mrs. Elton Todd of 1227 Firestone.
A son, Tommy, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Pamela, to Mr. and
Tommy' Andrews of 2204 Clarks- Mrs. Elihue Goodwin of 529 Balti- A son, Elton, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Bowen of 404 Butler.
dale.
More.
A daughter, Pamela, to Mr. and. A son. Will, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Harold, to Mr. and Mrs.
Larin Payne of 1096 Rile.
Mrs. Walter Randolph of 1978 Car. Will McKinney of 493 Crump.
ver.
, A daughter, Anita, to Mr. and! A daughter, Adrian, to Mr. and
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Roberti Mrs. Robert McGee of 1332 Michi-Mrs. Raymond White of 3022 AUELIMINATE HAZIRDS—Robawards to Johnnie C. Logan,
Smith Of 605 S. Lauderdale.
received $10 for their soapsIgin,
'turns.
ert S. Lewis, chief of Chemical
left, of 1949 Morley ave., and
A daughter, to Mr. and Mai A daughter, Sandra, to Mr. andliarch 26, 1959
Bons to eliminate hazards in
Storage
division
Memphis
at
Gordon
P.
Glaze,
1079
of
right,
their working area.
Wilson Miller of 1676 Silver.
!Mrs. John Vann of 313 Dixie rd.! A son, to Mr. and Mrs. James
S.
General Depot, presents cash
F,. Trigg ave. Both men, are
A son, Donald, to Mr. and Mrs.! A daughter, Cynthia, to Mr. and!Rodmond of 842 Walker cir.
Army Photo)
employed in the division and
Sylvester Mabon of 1732 N. Trele-jhfra. Theodore Wainwright of 850; A son, Alvin, to Mr. acd Mrs.
vent.
!Lavon.
!Add McKinstry of 706 Williams.
A son, Steve, to Mr. and Mrs.; A daughter, Kathy, to Mr. and A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs
Steve Bell of 399 Gaston.
!Mrs. Rufus Lewis of 235 Marble. Robert Dunlap of 923 Olympic.
A son, M. C., to Mr. and Mrs.I A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Sylvest-; A son, Micheal, to Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Burnett of 929 N. Second. er Thompson of 6595 Macon rd. IWillie Robertson of 950 Mississippi.
March 22, 1959
A daughter, Annetta, to Mr. and March 27.. 1959
CHURCH ACTIVITIES
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. I Mrs. Bennie Neal of 203 Hernan- A son, Henry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. 'I'. L. Mabins, president of
Monroe Palmer of 2337 Staten.
Henry Lenson of 863 N. Third.
do.
the Mimsters' and Deacons' Wives
A daughter, Donna, to Mr. and, A son, Jerry, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Marilyn, to Mr. and
club
of Bells Baptist church, exSirs. Glennie White Of 1315 HYde!Sammie Williams of 2388 Park.
Mrs. William Hegman of 745
plained the responsibilities of the
Park.
I A daughter, Harolyn, to Mr. and! Speed
members during a recent program
A daughter Retha, to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Walton of 1788 Keit-. A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Giving spiritual remedies on a
Mrs. Robert Dortch of 2476 Han- ner.
Mrs. Ossie Ousley of 2474 Staten.
panel were Rev. and Mrs. Mor-! PLATTER PARTY A SUCCESS
Sam Marsnall, Kenneth Cox, Grant
wood.
A daughter, Shirley, to Mr. and A son, Johnnie, to Mr. and Mrs. Spring is officially here and the Mrs. R. G. Elam, jr., Elder R.. flan and Rev. T.
Mabins as' On Tuesday night, March 22, Parham, Larnell Cheers, Cleveweather is holding true, for which W. Wade, father of Mrs. Elam,
A daughter, Patricia to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Darden of 925 Al kn., Willie Fason of 279 Jones.
Koonce,
Mrs.
Johnnie M. Cole and there was a Platter Party held land Cox and lvno Dillard.
Mrs. Leonard Smith of 1778 El- Sun.
s. George we are grateful. This is the Holy sr, of Murfreesboro, Ill., and R.'Mrs. McDoodle served as "nurs- in the Melrose
A son, to r. an
gym which proved SPOTLIGHT
Season and churches are paying L. Radford motored to Covington
dridge.
A son, Donna, to Mr. and Mrs. Martin of 705 Tate.
es."
to be a nice affair. Dick (Cane)
,to attend the revival at Collins
This week's spotlight falls on
A son, Andrew, to Mr. and Mrs.'St. L. Brooks of 789 Mississippi. A son, Ira. to Mr. and Mrs. Ira tribute in various ways
Mrs. Eddie C. Clemmons was! Cole spun the records.
The funeral of the late Essie Chapel CME church, pastored by
the Queen of Melrose, Miss An
Earnest Lane of 972 McDowell. : March 25
Shorter of 400 S. Orleans.
mistress of ceremony and Mrs. Some of the
people present at Mitchell, Miss Mitchell is in
Rossie was held Tuesday of thisIllev. R. G. Elam.
Lula M. Simmons brought many the party were
the
Charlie Lee, Ann 12-a class where she holds the
week with the Masons and the
ofMrs. Josephine Barnett enter- interesting thoughts in a reading Mitchell, Robert
Wallace Cleve. fice of treasurer. She is also
American Legion in charge.
a
tained the Neighborhood club this on the duties of a deacon and a land Cox, William
Jackson,
AnHollis Smith of Freemont, Ohio,
momber
of the popular Zo-Zo club,
minister's wife. Mrs. Presley Mur- nette
week.
Johnson, Barbara Bailey,!the Annual staff, the
spent the weekend
his
with
ray presented some sound advice, Vivian Keeley,
FBLA and
Rosita Williams,ithe sweetheart of the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. V, All members report having a to parents.
Knights.
eve a Cross, Walter Griffen, Rus- Religion-wise
Smith of Trenton. Motoring down wonderful time as you usually do! Mrs. Elsie Walker, secretary
she
is
a membe
of!sell Purnell and Barbara Davis. of
the New Era Baptist church
with Mr. Smith were Isaac Smith, when at the home of Mrs. Bar- the organizatibn, thanked the pub-I
Others
nett.
were
Yvonne Paraham, where she participates in the youth
a cousin and A. Erner, a friend.
!tic for the liberal contributions.
Morrison, choir. In social life she is a memMr. and Mrs. Jessie Bobbit, Palm Sunday Services were ob- Spring revival is now underway AngelaReed,
Betty
Gillis,
Jo
Ann Ingram, Wil- ber of the Debonairs Social club,
served
at Fairview Baptist church'at Bells Baptist church, and Revi
their children, Mrs. Mary Allen
helmina Parker and Lois Davis. of which she is the reporter.
and Leon Buchanan along with by the Eastern Star Lodge.
T. L. Maybins says that with such
We
LePont Burns motored to Chicago A Bible Quiz program was held!beautiful weather prevailing, he next are looking forward to the I When asked about "going steaPlatter Party scheduled for dy" she replied it was
left up to
last week end to get the children at the Hullum Temple CME church expects to have a large audience the
night of April 10, at 8 p. m. the individual.
lin attendance and many souls rein Rutherford.
of Mr. Buchanan.
EASTER
PAGEANT
!CLUB NEWS
Mr. Wallace of Gupton Embalm- Due to the hospitalization of the vived.
ing school of Nashville, visited his head of this household, your scribe Elder Walter Chandler. pastor On Thursday morning at 9:30 The Coeds Social club gave a
a.
m.
The Dramatic club of Mel- ;tea Sunday, March 20, at the heme
wife, Mrs. Geraldine Burnette and has collected very little news. If of the Church of God in Christ,
children last week end. A friend you have any of interest please has announced that the Spring re- rose presented their regular Eas- of Dr. Hollis F. Price, presdient
STUDENT OF THE WEEK
M. Maclin and Leon Pearson.
ter
Pageant.
The show was very of LeMoyne. college. The tea was
of the same school, Warren Leven- get it
on paper, next week vival will be held at his church
' This week I have selected Miss' Let's give our full support to
EASTER'S GONE
der, spent the week end here and we will try to get the news • commencing the first week in stimulating and thought provoking. one of the more cultural affairs of
Milma Hall for the student spot- the trackers of '59.
They also showed a film entitled the year.
h
With the Easter week end over also,
TOP COEDS
out for you. Have the material April.
light on the Fayette campus.
The President of the club is
The guest speaker for the re- the Crucifixion.
we can at laet settle down from
Prof. Billie Booth, school priori. in no later than Thursday, please. T
The 16-year-old daughter of Prof. 1. Shirley Neal.
composed of young women who atTOP GIRLS
and Mrs. Dennis Hall, Wilma is a 2. Shirley rye and Janice Brew- the breath-taking enthusiasm that pal of Hayti, 51o., spent Easter Those in the hospital are John' vival will be a 17-year-old ministend
Melrose High school. They
we always fall victim to, whether week end at home.
junior and active in the NHA, the er.
nie Jamison and Excell Johnson, ter, Elder Billy Haley, of Memphis. Jcan Burnett, Nola Rush, Ann are planning their Fashionette
Tea
Friday night,O
Miss Effie Jean Mitchell, Barbara Bailey, MargarCounty schools were closed last both in Madison County General
Art. Library and History Study 3. Vera Durham and Juanita a child or grown-up.
to
be
held in the Foote Homes
Simmons and Elder Winfrey Dick- et Swayer., Vivian Keeley, KathChildren are always excited be•IFriday and Nashville was dense- Henry Reed, Sidney Cooke
Poole.
'clubs and a cheerleader.
and I. erson
auditorium
on
the
evening
of April
will participate on a pro- ryn Thomas, Annette Johnson, Ju4. Brook's Twins and Helen yond normal control over newily populated with Gibson county Neff, all of Kennedy General
As a sophomore. she represented
of gram for youth in
nienne Brisco and Levada Gross. 16.
clothes and the thrill of gaily color, teachers attending State Teacher's
Humboldt.
her class at the Royal court dur- Bolden.
Memphis; and Mrs. Lonnie Seat
The
admission
to
SCHOOL
this
event
NEWS
Is
TOP BOYS
lin St. Mary's in Humboldt.
ing the eleventh annual homecom- S. Viola Jones and BloOmle John-! ed Easter eggs and adults are ex-lmeeting.
50 cents in advance and 75 cents
Prof. E. D. Brown, principal of
cited over the bills. It goes without! Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Elam, Sr., See
son.
Robert Wallace, William Jack- at the door.
ing.
you next week.
We hope to see everyCentral High school in Alamo,I son, Arthur
Hull, Charlie Lee, one at this affair
Asked her opinion on going 6. Maggie Thompson and Bar- saying that it all adds up to the, • -along with Mrs. Pansy Graham.i
because it promspice and variety needed to ma
a
Steady, she replied: "I don't think bara Morrow.
ises
to
be
worthwhile.
super-visor of Crockett County, atthe teenagers should Co steady. 7. Jean Cartawright and Mar- life meaningful.
TOP
SOCIAL
CLUBS
tended
the Annual Teachers' Con-1
.,.,.t Pr
Pye.
SPRING DANCE
What will they do in the future if
On th Feminine side: Bonnads,
gress at Tennessee A and I State
8. Shirley Morrow and Mamie
Now that
they begin so young?"
Zephrys, Coeds, Deliso Debs .and
university
on March 19 and 20. I
springhas
officiallyofficiallyI
commenced, the
young men's
fan-!
' After completing her high school Clark.
the Debonairs.
Mrs. Sarah Gibbs, principal of
9. Bessie Malone and Betty Mor- cy, according to the adage, turns wednesdayi
work, she plans to enter Tennessee
On the Masculine side: Couots,
April 1
!to a one-time merchant seaman,• Bells Elementary school, reports ,
to love. One might be inclined to
A and I State university, but as
Barons, Independents, Turbans and
6:30 ADVENTURES OF COL.
COL.'until an old seafaring friend that rehearsals are now being held!
yet she is undecided on a major. 10. Gloria Hare and Ella Moore. go along with that statement, if FLACK. "Horse of Another Colorleomes
the
M a rquettes.
far
closing
exercises, the date of ,
to his defense. Sarge CaldTOP FELLOWS
he attended the Charmette b a 1
If any Teenage Social club wants
Let us salute Miss Wilma Maurwill be announced later.
11Crooked dealings in horse racingiwell is featured.
1.
James
Futtrell
given
here last week and
Inc Hall!
any of their news printed please
sponsor-teircles are cleaned up by those 10:00 U. S. MARSHALL. Inform- BIRTHDAY
2, Hardin Franklin and Leon ed by the local chapter of
Alpha
SENIOR JIVE
.
two renowned judges of horse- ation known by a local bank rob- Mrs. Fannie Alice Searcy cele- CAIRO —(UPI)-- The United contact me at GL 2-1848.
Kappa
sorority,
Alpha
senior
class
Members of the
CITY WIDE TOP TEN
flesh —Flack and Garvey.
ber leads the police to suspect the brated her 81st birthday on March. Arab Republic has drafted a law
were present on the campus of ,. 3. John Jones and Davy Wil- Even the small fry tripped the
I
12, and she is ' hsetrr
providing
!•
for compulsoryhealth: Rose Walls, BTW; Bert ha
light fantastic as Mr. Boyd and 7.30 TRACKDOWN. Texas Rang-'robbery was engineered by an em- live, and doing herong
'
In s•
Lane college in Jackson last week"
Shields,
Lester: Patsy Hamilton,
hoaunsed ho
aled insurance system for civil serv4. Leroy Rhodes and John Wil- his Sedulous Satellites provided the er Hoby Gilman trails an outlaw ploye in The Inside Job."
during Career Day.
glass; Witianietta Parker,
chores. She enjoys making her fav- ants.
to a quiet little town and finds'Saturday, April 4
musical background.
' It was a very inspirational meet- hams'
Hamilton;
orite dessert.
Mildred Winfrey, MaThe plan will be implemented
5. Elmo Thomas and Mose Wil- Miss Delphine Tyus and Andrew himself trapped in a haven for I 6:00 ANNIE OAKLEY. Two teening, and students who had not se- hams.
nassas; Vivian Keeley, Melrose;
Mrs. Searcy is the mother of
In
stages,
and
ager!'
up
criminals.
will
hold
a
stage
eventually,
coach
and
C'.
Durham,
as 'Miss Charm" and
lected a career were helped by
Mrs. Odell Floyd, Herman a n d
Elizabeth Lacy, BTW; Barbara
6. Charles Bowers and Walter "Mr. Esquire," led the festivity 9:00
ARMSTRONG
the very excellent lectures given Hunter.
CIRCLE I are cut down by Tagg Oakley and Lonnie Searcy, all residents of benefit 300,000 civil servants in Bailey, Melrose: Freddie Williams,
Cairo alone.
with a special dedication of "Six- THEATRE. "The Innocent Killer:" his slingshot.
Bells,
regarding various fields.
Manassas; and Lillian Fischer, of
7. Nelson Bonds and Ken Jones. teen Candles." Miss Nancy
A medical treatment organ- Hamilton.
medical drama de-• 7:30 WANTED DEAD OR ALIVE DIES SUDDENLY
Senior class advisors are Mrs.
Pier- A t
Mrs. Ada Mathis Johnson died! ization will be formed to provide
Boys: Lowell Winston, BTW: IsE. H. McFerrin, Samuel Carpen• 8. Jerry Norment and James son, who was "Miss Charmette" tective story of how doctors in the!Josh takes on the strange assignHolmes.
of 1958, presented gifts to Miss New York City Health department ment of wooing a beautiful Indian' here recently following a heart at- medical services for civil serv- rael 'Miles, Manassas: Robert Walter, A. Yancey, jr., and L. J. Wi•
9. Durrell Cleaves and .J h n' Tyus and Mr. Durham and
princess
in
competition with a tack. She is survived by a hus- ants and their families
the en-,prevent a smallpox epidemic by
ley.
against lace, Melrose; Dearmy Ballo', B.
Howell.
tire court of attendants.
band, Isaac Johnson, four sons and, a small percentage of their sal- T. W.; Melbin Woodriff, BTW;
tracking down the carrier of the fierce and dangerous Apache.
"College" is on the lips of many
10. Clyde Albright and Davy
9:00
GUNSMOKE.
Points
on
Marshall
four
charm
daughters. Mrs. Johnson was aries phis a nnominal fee.
Stephen Boone, Father Bertrand;
Diland good rnall• desease. Special guest will be
of the seniors at this season, and Grimes.
ners were given by Mrs. J. C.I Dr. Morris Greenberg of the de- lon rescues white woman, who for a lifelong resident of Crockett and
there is considerable talk about
The costs of applying the law William Jackson, Melrose: Isaac
11111111111111111111111111Matelid11111111110111111110111101u111 Brent and Mr. Boyd. Mrs.
years
had
been
Madison
a
captive
of
counties,
Cheroschools:
Mary
these
Lane college. Jack-I
partment of health's preventable
in Cairo will amount to 768.000 Young, BTW: Arthur Hull, MelR. Lake was chairman of the af• disease bureau. Doug Edwards ees, an her a - n Ian daughter,
rose; and Kenneth Cox, of Melarrangementsa
son: Tennessee State, Los Angeles'I Burglars Ransack
is Egyptian pounds (11.920
0 0 0). rose.
and then must defend them from writing were incomplete. Boyd
fair which will remain in the me- will narrate.
City college, Ohio State, Univer-.
About
one-third
will
be
paid
by
mory for a long time.
, a more subtle enemy — preju- 1 and Johnson are in charge of arWith this comment I would like
sity of Chicago, LeMoyne, S. A. Calif. Widow's Home
Thursday, April 2
the government. The rest will be to sign
' rangements.
TYPING CONTESTANTS
off til next week.
Owen and Henderson Business cold
8:00 ZANE GREY THEATRE.!dice.
While
collected
She's
from
the
Civil
Jailed
servants
Misses
10:00
"Fools
NEW YORK CONFIDENT.
Jo Ann Bursey and Peg-,"Loyalty." Story concerns farmer
rush in where wise men
leges.
WEST
themselves.
LOS
ANGELES
gy
—
King
Gary
fill
IAL.
the
have
Merrillis
treads."
Good luck to the class of '59.
returned to their,torn between love of his land and
featuredi
police today sought
classes after having spent two!
;this
story'
of
TRACK NEWS
Johnny
Cordes.
love for a son who la a Confedlam-B
,rd New York cop, who as a plain' Among the students who have burglars who took It0o worth of days in the capital city competing!erate raider.
clothesman tries to smach ring of
joined the track team thin season valuables from the home
of with high school students from allt 8:30 PLAYHOUSE
90. "In Loneare Lorice Brewer, Oreatha Jones,! Mrs. Thelma Gaston, wealthy parts of the state in a typing con-iy Ex pecta tion," A special show vicious fagan who uses children to
Hunter, Hardin Franklin. Dorothy 60-year old widow who was re- test on the campus of Tennessee Iproduced in cooperation
execute his crimes.
with the,
On the sick list this week are
and of
I State
university.
Ada Sheilds. Walter Dean. Junior leased frnm jail Monday after A out
a possible
score of 180.1Child Welfare League, giving dra-!
Mrs. Maggie Harris. Mrs. Maria
pleading
guilty
to shoplifting
Burt, Icyphine Grandberry• and
treatment
problems
to
of
and Mary Marie Bell are reported'
Miss Bursey piled up 120 points,'
charges.
Barbara Jones and others.
doing fine.
.
After having to stop to repair, unwed mothers.
Track team advisers are Mrs. D. Illiallittliatinillaillillitilatimitillitialitta
inumpar ypewriter ribbon. Miss King man-I
We are sorry to report that Mr.
RAWHIDE.
7:00
"Incident
in
aged to finish with a rushed 72,
and Mrs. Alton B. White lost their
Slk
OO'Ilts, plus a few unuttered ad-, the Chubasco." Gil Favor refused!
six•month old daughter, Marva
I
to turn hack a runaway wife of
4 jeetives.
White last week.
Both of the young typists areIan aged tyrant when she takes
William D. Jenkins returned to
h refuge with his rattle drive.
students at Lauderdale
,Chicago last week after a visit!
g
X THEATRE "Th
school and were accompanied by
here with his family.
their instructors. Mrs. B. Pierce Dreamer:" Story of a man's WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
heart-rending search for the girl President Eisenhower's doctor has CLUBS
and Mrs. M. Johnson.
advised him to take a vacation in The Boys Club of Tennessee met ,
of his dreams.
mn.Es CHAPEL CME
The Missionary Society of Miles 9.00 THE LINEUP. The body of a warm climate and get some recently at the home of Albert Ray
Partee, chairman. John Earl Ar-t
Chapel CME church presented the,a woman is found and guilt points exercise.
White House Press Secretary field is club president.
Rev. W. Sims in a very touching
James C. Hagerty reported this A delicious feast was served. •
sermon on the "nood QtlafltleS
et! a certificate of honor by Bishop
the Prodigal Son" recently. Ilis! la. Julian Smith at the Mt. Olive Monday when asked whether the THIS'N THAT
President
would make his custo- 011ie Berry Ball of Greenfield
sermon was a slight deviation' CME cathedral in Memphis.
MUSING: In a way youtb 0 to- married or already dated up.
day are creative pioneers. They, But there are plenty of nice, from the 'usual sd
o received Many - Happy birthday wishes go this mary trip to Augusta, GA., next and Icy Mai Partee of our community were Sunday dinner guests
compliments.
need vision. imagination and roue- ,agiris, and ha needs only to look
Mra. Sallie Spring-, week to little Myron Wright.
age. They need vision so that theylaiound 'o find them. Of course field was the program sponsor.
Members of the senior class of Hagerty said White House Phy- at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J.
can lee things as they really are.!theft ate Many who !aught at "off, F'ollowinc this nrneram. hive. Lauderdale High school attended sician Maj, Gen. Howard MCC W. Ball and family.
They need imagination in order AVIV" joki; and go in for heavy Christian Youth Fellowship took a career Conference on the cam - Snyder and other presidential We had to postpone our service
to dream greatly of things that dating, and they do get many the spotlight with four nights of us of Lane college in Jackson staff members have advised the at the church because of a promay be. And they will need cour- 'dates! But I would not spoil my, P •
Chief Executive to take a break gram for the Eastern Stars. The
k b. try
last week.
age in order to act boldly to make jeputption jay acting like them.
Williams and Billie Nelson Wilpastor preached an Easter sermon
Accompanying the group were from official routine.
the dreams come true.
The President usually goes to thoueh it was held on Palm SunWhat I would like to know is: liams represented the Youth on Mrs. Robbie Brent, Mrs. Lillian
Steffens said: "Nothing in thel Are there any nice boys left? Ann Tuesday and Wednesday nights in, Jones and V. C. Wheeler.
Augusta each year just after the day.
world is as it should be. Young Pear Ann :
narrations on the crucifixion
Just in case you have not heard, masters' golf tournament at Au' Ile pointed out to always remempeople must do it overt . . and' Sure there are some nice boys
Thoraday night, Rev. Tonsil, of! Miss Norma Gooch made the gun's National Golf club. This ber the Golden Rule. You that do
do it right .
tourney is scheduled to not know it, it is found in St. Matleft — thousands of them, so don't'Mt. Zion CME church, addressed, dean's list at Fisk university reWe have only scratched the sur•I give up. It is just a case of nice the youth. and on Friday night' cently. Now there is some
thew, eighth chapter. 12th verse. 1 NO SAI,ES PITCH HERE —
year'snd Sunday
midnursery school. Each of the
face of knowledge and accomplish-t peoplefinding each other. Of Rev. W. al Burrows. of Elam
nial Frankie Dee, well.
"I sincerely hope he can go The news is short this week but ,
in night oil being burned.
plaid picnic and bar kits conmcnts. Tomorrow's inventions willl course a lot depends on the kind I Ihirhamville spoke. Miss
iown sales representative of
and I think he'd like to go," next week we will see you with *
Doris OWEN BENEFIT
tains
a variety of picnic sea
make our present ones look as ele-i of people jou have in your partieu- Ann Wheeler was mistress of
f. W. Darner Distillers co.,
cere- Western Regional District choirs Hagerty told reporters. "He needs nice long newsy column
cessories and a fifth of Schenmentary as a serif), pin.
presents to stately Manhattan
tar community. You are right to monieg 'tot the week.
present a MUSIC program and 1 some warm climate and some See you next week.
will
ley
Reserve
whiskey. M I a
Dear Carlotta:
model Sara Lou Harris one of
stick to your ideals, and it car. I Further activitiee at Miles Chap-, tea in the gymnasium of Lauder. exercise which he has not been
Harris served as eommeutateg
The other day I heard a hoy itainlp will pay . dividends.
the attractive functional gifts
; el was the Second quarterly con- dale
at the fahion show hogg ga
Higb school Silnday, April 5, able to get. Dr. Snyder thinks SO his Easter iveekend at Gettyssay that he was looking for a nice I Keep looking, and
donated by Schenley. The ac
the right boy ference, lerf by Presiding Elder C,! for the benefit ;of Owen college, WO."
conjunction with the dance
burg.
girl, and then he complained that will turn up one of these days. W. Allen Reports totaled
tinn took place at the fifth an.
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$1.0001 Memphis. Mrs. Vernon Peters, of
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$0., April 4, 1959

Scores of bright-faced little girls
eagerly clutching their mothers'
hands, arsived for the MotherDaughter banquet in the cafetotil
ium of Lester Elementary school
last week.
On hand to welcome the many
parents and friends to the annual
event was Mrs. Carrie Hunter, the
president of the PTA.
The speaker for the occasion
Mrs. Freddie Jones. a teacher at
O
the Germantown school, who was;
P
introduced by Mrs. Mary Willis
4
Robinson, of Douglass school.
In a warmly modulated and poetd
4 11
ic voice, Mrs. Jones gave an in- A
spiring lecture to both mothers and
ORCHESTRAWITH
COMING
that
problems
the
on
daughters
leader of
they would he confronted with in Mrs. Linnle C. Green,
orchestra of the
life and with timely quotations the lamous string
Booker T. Washington High school,
from the Bible, she gave specific
willappear with the
, Atlanta,
answers to problems.
' group in Bruce hall, LeMoyne colClosing remarks were given b-vi lege in Sigma (lamina Rho Some'.
Mrs. E. 0. Rodgers, principal of ty'v -Ithoniania on Saturday evthe school, who reminded the par- ening, April H. An accomplish.
cots that the PTA Tea will be ed musician, Mrs. Green has
held on Sunday. April 26. The tered the piano, cello, violin and
theme of the tea will be "Books onto,.
of Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow."

7's

MRS. B. A. WHITED

Suggs
Hie
Rud and
r and
Smith
idolyn
Yum;. and.
on.

ENTERTAIN WIDOWS - A
dinner for widows of late officers of the North Carolina
Mutual Life Insurance company was given by President
and Mrs. Asa T. Spaulding in
Durham receetly. Widows, are
from left seated, and offices
which their husbands held.
Mrs. Ruth W. Lowe and moth,

P. 0.
p. m.
30, 8

er Mr. J. L. Wheeler, (vice
president and assistant ages
cy director:I Mrs. 0. W.
Cox, (vice president and agency director:) and Mrs. C. C.
Spaulding, (president) Standing, same order. are Mrs. M
A. Going, (assistant secretary;) Mrs. D. R. Martin,
(associate agency director; i

Mr. and Mrs. Spaulding; Mn.
W. I). Hill, (assistant secretary and controller); and Mrs.
R. L. McDougald, (vice president.) Not present for the dinner was Mrs. J. M. Avery.
(vice president and secre•
tary,) who now lives in Chi.
cago.

Prominent Men In Durham For
Spring Affairs
Meet
Golfers
N. C. Mutual's 60th Anniversary
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ASA T. SPAULDING

To Lay Plans
For Tourney

AARON DAY, JR.

DURHAM, N. C. - The North vice president in charge of agen- ice followed by a reception.
•
Carolina Mutual Life Insurance cy of the New York Life Insur- The vesper speaker was Dr.,
of
president
W.
Johnson,
Mordecai
company.
ance
compnay
seventh
the
received
time,
obesrved
anparticular
at that
much inspiration from the service. nual George Wayne Cox Sales Con. A large number of prominent out- Howard university, internationally
This is only one way that they vention in recognition of the com- of-town guests were in Durham for known oreator and pulpiteer. l'reTalent from all over the city
have of appreciating fine music pany's sixtieth anniversary, Wed- the celebration. They included Am- siding at the service was John H.
of Memphis will take part in the
nesday evening, April 1, at a ha- bassador George A. Padmore, of Wheeler, president of Mechanics WASHINGTON, D. C. - The show, "Spring Affairs" sponsored
by various groups.
and
Some of the members attending quet in the dining hall of North Liberia; E. L. Simon, president of and Farmers bank, Durham and United Golfers association
by the Riverview PTA to be givthe National Insurance Association, Raleigh. Music was furnished by amost
o is affiliatedcue
were Joyce Gatlin, Ernestine Har- Carolina college at Durham.
April 9, in the
p.
choir, met here last week to conduct RC en at
senior
church
James
St.
the
speaker
ocThe
the
Atty.
for
Ga.;
Malcolm
Atlanta,
guest
Gen.
ris, Dorothy Poole, Henri Sanders,
by Joseph T. Mitchell. annual business and lay final'school cafeteria.
directed
was
casion
C.
of
Seawell,
Raymond
B.
Carolina;
Johnson,
North
Val
Beverly Williams, Maggie Gibbs,
J. Washington, director of Minor. Mrs. Minnie Gilmer was at the plans for its 1959 national tourna- For free admission the public
Shirley Harrison, Marie Franklin,
Cunningham, tenor
ities, Republican National Commit- console.
ment to he played over the Langs- may see Lee
Earline Houston, Edna Madison, daysbe long and memorable ones.
Omar Robinson, pianist; the Young
tee; Arthur C. Daniels, vice presi- Just before noon, Wednesday, ton golf course, August 24-28.
big
The
night to remember Is
Georgette Bland, Fannie Kirk and
People's choir of St. Andrew CMS
dent of Institute of Life Insurance, April 1, employees of the company
April 13. That is when the Manes- New York City; Leroy W. Jeffries, and visitors assembled in the home The national golf body accepted
Faye Coburn.
church; and many others.
Eral
New
the
from
invitation
an
555
and
Pand
Concert
Choir
w31
5lanassas1 John Buntyn, Lee Taylor, Gil
vice president of Johnson Publish-I office auditorium for a period of
Ga., to take! The show, which climaxes the
Atlanta,
Club,
Golf
RAINBOW TEA
well as members of the
their
present
concert
Jrnea:
the
in
lbert Ashford, Thomas lienderson,
jog company, Chicago; and Thom-I medication. Mrs. B. A. J. Whitted,
schoos year is under the
The P.T.A. of Manassas High faculty. In the kiddie line were: Robert Owens, Ernest Bingham, Cora P. Taylor auditorium. Tick- as W. Young, president of Nor- who was with the company for 50 its 1960 tournament and annual current
.
Mrs. Mertis Ewell and
School gave a superb tea in the Edward Lewis, III, Glenda Tay- Otis Matthew. Jeff Brown, Thur. eta will soon be on sale and one folk Journal and Guide, Norfolk, years and retired as assistant trea- convention to that city in 1960. In direction of
Leona Jamison.
school's cafeteria last week. The lor-Ilamilton, Marquelyn Jackson man and Arvester Hughes, Sidle I may purchase his ticket from any Va,
surer and cashier, was the speak- a special action, the UGA coven- Mrs.
lion voted an honorary member- Mrs. Eleanor Oglesby is t h •
'student of Manassas in the music SPECIAL VESPERS
setting for the occasion was beau- Lincoln Elmentary, Sandra Price, Newby and Finley Lanicr.
er.
principal.
department.
The sixtieth anniversary cele- Following the pre-noon service, ship for life to Dr. H. M. Ilolmes school
tiful with everything pointing to Hamilton, Debra Robinson, Oliver ' SPOTLIGHT
•••
.
anniversary dinner was of Atlanta for his outstanding serv- Rev. J. N. Netters is the PTA
began
brations
company
the
sixtieth
a
for
' and Oscar Sueing, Linda Faye
the theme of the "rainbow."
Todays spotlight turns to "Mr.I
president.
The band has a variety of new on Easter Sunday at 5 p. m., wheni served to all home office employ- ice to golf.
A program was provided with Ifiennen, Frederick and Theresa
selections to present as well as Dr. Melvin Chester Swann. pas- ees, program participants and out.
the following persons participat- Shackleford. Kitty Collins, and .ns.
the choir and your attendance will tor of St. James AME church, of-town guests.
ing: Eleanor Moore, Lenora Thom- Lynne Ulen.
John who is the stepson of Nichalong with its officers and mem- Company officials who particias, Ernestine Ilarrs, Annie Gray,' In the teenage fashions were: olas Oliver resides at 1584 Short. be greatly appreciated. Come out
hers, honored North Carolina Mu- pated in the celebrations were Asa
Joyce Gatlin, Patricia McDaniels, Rosa Wilks, Ernize Taylorliamil- lie is a member Jf -tic junior class and enjoy an evening of cultural tual with a special vesper eery- T. Spaulding, recently elected
Countess where re serves as the Junior enjoyment for future stars in the
Lizzie Patterson and Joyce A n n,ton, lnell Jones and
president; W.. Kennedy. jr., form-.
music.
A Spring Tea and Fashionetta
class president. He is a member field of
Vaulx. These people presented vo-,Johnson.
er president and chairman of the
department.
this
will be presented in the cafetorium
bandthe
is
the
jr.,
of
Able,
members
Emerson
1,5 homeroom class wi h
and Aaron
directors;
of
hoard
cal solos, instrumental solos, and The adult models were
of the Leath Elementary school on
Miss Sheridan prcf. 0. T. Peeples ferving as It master and Mrs. Bobbie B. Jones A show full of comedy will be Day, jr., vice president and agenduets which were enjuIred by all ,of the faculty,
Final plans for the mammoth Sunday afternoon between 4 and
.Hicks, math teacher at Manassas structor. He is vice president of and Mrs. Bennie W. Sueing are exemplified and one will miss a cy director.
During the fashion show, severYouth Rally were drawn up when 6 p. m.
and Mrs. Ernestine Brownlee an 11-5 and a deligent worker in the'the vocal instructors for the junior wonderful show if he fails to bel
.
al school students participated
present.
more than 40 persons of the var- It is being sponsored by t h•
'high and senior departments.
;instructor of the fourth grade.'Her class,
55:instructor
-Mrs. Georgia V. Harvey is the
ious committees of the interde-, aehool's PTA, and all patrons and
'daughter also peeformed with her. Mr. Harris's schedule is full of SOCIAL NEWS
show and Mrs
Youth friends are invited to be present.
Mission
nominational
I Mrs. Ritta Smith, and Miss Jew- activities and just a few of them The Shirelles Social club Is pre- chairman of the
Movement met with the director, Mrs. Grace Caradine is presiell Gentry served as narrators for around Manassas are: president noting its "Installation Service" Marian H. Pride is cochairman.
dent of the PTA, and alise ChartPlan now to get your tickets ear-, ,.
I the science club, member of the
the show.
'of
The Roman, Holiday" dance is Rev. J. L. Glees last Thursday. aye Mae Heard is principal of the
Sunday, April 12, at the Abe
for the show
The tea was enjoyed by all who Ole Timer's club, the Red Cross Scharff Branch of the YMCA. This ly and avoid the rush,
The rally is to be held at the school.
night,
Thursday
this
for
set
all
.
will be good and it is anticipated
attended and each one received and a member of the Spanish de- occasion will be from 4 t 7
the Club Flamingo. It First Baptist church, 379 Beale at.,
[
best ever pre- April 2, at
an evening of cultural enjoyment.Ipartment. the speaks Spanish well The public is invited. e P. In'to he one of the
is being sponsored by the Mem- Saturday night, April 4, beginning Seattle is the largest halibut
ItICORDS POlt IVIRYONI
sented.
are:
es
ire
s
1Thanks to all who made this oc- l and stands as an example of well The officers of the h' II
phis chapter of the Le Moyne at 7:30 p. m.
•••
port in the world.
casion possible.
304 PoaDar et Lerdordele
college Alumni association.
I voiced Spanish student.
Rev. James L. Netters will be
,Jo Evelyn Grayson, president;
FELLOWS
JUNIOR
TOP
SWAP OR SELL
I Satisfying his curiosity he built Claudette Jones, vice president:
CHOIR AT HOSPITAL
Proceeds from the dance will the featured speaker. Music. will
Phone JA 14341
1. Clinton "V. P. S. C.', Taylor aid the chapter's athletic scholar- be furnished by youth choirs of Mt.'6-Room House with $4100 Equity.
The Manassas Senior Glee club a-'6'3" locket which he plans to Mary Martin, secretary, Vivian
Williams
Ural
3.
Walls
Robert
2.
E.
April
ship fund. There will be a floor I.'errin Baptist and St. Andrew A. Interested in country place of
Barnes, assistant secretary; Shinperformed beautifully at the Vet-'enter in the Science Fair
Visor 5. Robert and show and the Flamingo orchestra M. E. churches, along with the ' equal value. Always open fOX
eran's Administration hospital last George Lebinson is chairman of Ley Jones, financial secretary; Glo- 4. Chester
Smith 7.1 will play.
band of Porter Junior High school., inspection. Call JA 3-2733.
week during their annual Holy this eveat. John hopes to wir. first ria Shilkins, reporter, Ethel Fri- John Harris 6. McArthur
workingl son, parliamentarian; Maxine Mc Frank Carr 8. Roger Lewis 9. ErWeek Chapel services. The choir Place In the fair and he is
CAN YOU USE
was quite an asset to the services very hard to surpass his competi- Donald, business manager E v a nest Withers 10. Willie Shinault
,tors.
Brown, treasurer, and the club's TOP JUNIOR COEDS
which were very inspirational.
MORE
were: H.: is now working on another rock- sweetheart is Freddie Anderson.
presented
Selections
1. Shretha Toy 2. Eleanor Eas"Psalm 150" "He Never Said A et. In his spare time he likes to Don't forget that the Zetus pre- on 3. Maggie Hankins 4. Patricia
Mumblin' Word," and "Hear Our read and relax. He never plays any sent a matinee every Saturday Johnson and Thedoria Bowden 5.
'games of sport and relates that he from 2:30 until 6 p. m. at Cur. Freddie Williams 6. Rosie Blanch
Humble Prayer:,
GROUND FLOOR
The choir, under the capable di-'never has the time. He has a small rie's. ''Honeyboy" spins the rec- ard 7. Patricia Bowles and Hattie
STEHICH BUILDING
rection of Mrs. Bobbie B. Jones, lab in his home where he works ords for the show and your at- Smith 8. Annie P. Baker 9. Edna
1/51 YOU
performed beautifully during these all hours of the day wlen not at 1 tendance is anticipated.
- WM(Rf !Mk
Madison 10. Joyce Earls.
lad Lowell Winston is president of
GFT PITT/FRONT/Al
services. The entire service was school. He is quite an ambitious
CITY-WIDE TOP POLLS
scientist.
a
become
STRV/CF
to
.
aspires
and
the Zetus.
broadcast throughout the hospital
1. Israel Miles-Manassas 2. Lar.,
swimming
and each patient who had tuned in His hobbies include
ANNUAL SHOW COMING
ne!) Cheers-Melrose 3. MeivIn
attending movies and working in
his lab. He doesn't find time for The Maaassas High school is pre- Woodrull-B.T.W. 4. Freddie Anderdating girls because his schedule senting its annual performance of son-Manassas 5. Robert Mannis too full, but will when he has the year, The Annual Show, in the Douglass and Stephen Boone-F.
South Hall of Ellis auditorium, Bertrand 6. John Taylor-Manesthe time.
akervice Calls $5.00 With This Ad $3 50 Also applies
p. m. The say. Felton Earls-B.T.W. 7 Wenlie plans to enter college after Tuesday, May 5, at
11Po Service Calls made on Refrigerators, air conditioners graduation but does not have the theme of the show is 'School Daze' del Coward-Lester 8. Charles Bellthe activities around Hamilton 9. Louis Guess-Manassas
and washing machines. Ask us about our Yearly Service :one directly in hi, mind. He is and it relateshigh
,
school, especial. 10. William Terrell-Hamilton.
presently majoring in the field of the average
Contract on your TV Set, at the low $4.00 monthly
TOP COEDS :
science and all hopes are on his ly Manassas.
Major classes will be depicted 1. Mildred Winfrey, Manassas.
charge.
career.
1BAND AND (110IR CONCERT through song and dance and the 2. Jean Burnett, Melrose 3. Glenwill take an unusual turn da Greer, 11TW 4. Crystal Strong,'
classes
I Congratulations to today's personality, J. Carlos Harris. May you from the regular class routine into F. Bertrand 5. Olivia Craft, Doug.
Ph WH 6-0847 ihave complete success in your the different parts of the show. lass
2248 South Lauderdale
Lillian Fisher. Hamilton
;chosen field. My your scientific Costumes are being made by the 7. Bertha Shilds. Lester A. 'Caro- •
Home Economics department with lyn Purdy. Manassas 9. Carolyn
Miss R. Eddins, M. Harris, A. Hill, Love, Melrose 10. Rosetta Pror• •
and Mrs. M. Franklin serving in tor, Manassas.
•
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•
• Just Published in one big handsome volume the... •

•
CASH'
CITY FINANCE

Selected Poems
of Langston Hughes

•
•

TV REPAIR SERVICE

I

LONGVIEW SERVICE

The one gin that tastes great
mixe4.J1 "chased:A or straight.*

•

,

Memphis Stars

BELL
MADAM
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL Is back after a
long time of being away and at last she is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart', Are you
Is had health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line. on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at Sta...e Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.

Feel like a straight or a mixed drink?
Gilhey's is the one gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so :smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight That's why
it's the great favorite, all around the world.

GILBEY'S GIN
t,12, one gin distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE

•

p.m.
a m.
Hours
Readings Daily Open on Sundays

A.

PROOf 100% GRAIN ftilLTRAL SPIRITS. W.I
tILBErs DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN 90
4111.81t1311...tiRCINNATI, OHIO. DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS Ca.

I don't mak, any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
to look for the ,right sign and the right name.

•containing now within a single book all the best •
•
from all the auth-'
known
•
and
poems
most
famous
•
•
• or's previous books. In this comprehensive new
•
•book are:
Montage of a Dream Deferred
•
The Negro Speaks of Rivers
Keep Your Hand On The Plow
I, Too, Sing America
•
•
Mother To Son
•
Freedom Train
•
Madam To You
•
The South
Cross
and more than 200 other popular poems, humorous, dramatic
and romantic. Beautifully illustrated, and with a cover photograph of the author by the great photographer, Henri CartierBresson.

To order this "SELECTED POEMS" OF LANGSTON HUGHES by mail postpaid, Write your name and address below and enclose check or money order for •
•
$5.00 made out to:
•
•THE NEGRO BOOK SOCIETY, 459 WEST 144th STREET
•
•
NEW YORK 31, NEW YORK
•
•
•
•
NAME
U
•
•
•ADDRESS
•
•
•
o CITY AND STA,TE
•

••,... ••••••••1••••1••••••1••••••••V7

aiMm•III.M1116.
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Adele Addison Coming
For LeMoyne Concert

Sot., April 4, 1959

Dr. McCall To Speak
On TougalooS Campus

On of the finest and busiest Tickets for the concert are
! young singers on the concert stage on sale at Goldsmith's ticket
today is Miss Adele Addison, so- fice and at
LeMoyne college's
'pram who will be presented to business office. General admis.
the Memphis public by LeMoyne sion Is one dollar, and reserved
college Friday evening, April 10. seats $2
Now on her eighth nationwide
concert tour, Miss Addison made
her debut with the New York Opera company as "Mimi" in "La
Boheme" four seasons ago, and it
was hailed as "a debut of consequence, both vocally and dramatically." She has been a member of
the company ever since.
Miss Addison is in constant demand as a recitalist and oratorio
soloist, and made major appearances last season as a soloist with
the New York Philhrmonic during three separate performances.
STARS ON TV
She has been heard and seen
over television and radio on such
outstanding programs as "Show
Case," "Chicago Theatre of tile
Air," "Omnibus,' and with the National Broadcasting company symphony on the "U. S. Steel Hour."
During the 1957-58 season, Miss
SCOUT LEADER RETIRES—
Addison gave more than 50 conAndrew J. Taylor, a graduate
certs, including recitals, appearof Knoxville college and a resances with orchestras, radio and
ident of Greensboro, NC,, retelevision shows.
tired on March 31 after serv•
ing 30 years as assistant di.
rector of interracial service for
the Roy Scouts of America.
He began working with boys
in 1919, while still a student
at Knoxville college, from
which he is to receive an honorary Doctor of Humane Letters June 1.

Rev, C. F. McCall, jr., D. D. lege, Rocky Mountain college in
associate superintendent of the Billings, Montana; Pacific
univerCongregational and Christian con- sity in Forrest Grove,
Oregon,
ferenc' of Illinois, will be the Taladega college in Alabama
and
guest peaker for Religious Em- Dillard university in New Orleans.1
pha• Week at the Tougaloo South- At present he is chairman
of the!
ern tristian college from Sunday Renominational Executive C o mthrough Wed. April 5 through 8. mittee on Church Work of the ConDr. McCall was born in Akita, gregational • Christian churches,
Japan, of missionary parents, and and has served as chairman of the
received his early education in Department of Church DevelopRobe and Tokyo. He is a graduate ment and Comity of the Church
of Berea college in Kentucky,class Federation of Greater
Chicago,
of 1935, and later studied at Chi- is currently national
chairman of
cago Theological seminary. Mel and the Advisory
Committee on
was given his doctor of divinity de-, City Church
of Congregational
gree
1954 from Pacific univer-' Christian churches.
tity.
' Before accepting his present position, Dr. McCall served as pastor of the First Congregational
church in Forest Grove, Oregon.
Be pastored churches earlier in
Rapid City, S. D., and in Montana.
Dr. MiCall has served as Chaplain of many summer camp conferences, and has been active in
youth work. He has been guest
leader at Religious and Interpretation Weeks at Oregon State colJACKSON, Tenn. — Residents of
Jackson are keeping their eyes
and ears open for telephone calls, NIA AGENCY OFFICERS —
nual mid-year conference of
pany's home office building.
duct and the Market." Union
More than 65 top insurance
which may be their invitation to
the National Insurance Asso•
The conference theme was
Protective Assurance and Uniexecutives
were
here in Memparticipate in a Spring and Sumelation, Inc., and here t h e
"Accelerating Our Growth
versal Life Insurance companphis recently for the 20th angroup poses in front of UniDOVER, Del. — The Delaware mer session of entertainment in
Through a Progressive Develies were co-hosts for the meetversal Life Insurance cornState Hornets under Coach Ben- the Jackson Little Theatre.
opment of the Man, the Proing,
Headquarters for the Little Thenie J. George have carded
14
baseball games for the spring. ater movement is the Speech and
Last season, the Hornets hamp- Drama department of Lane college
ered by bad weather had many under the direction of Mrs. M. G.
of their games cancelled. With Musgrove, who is serving as genCornell Harvell, a centerfielder eral chairman of the membership
from Washington and Wilbert drive for Little Theater members.
A "Toast to Spring" will be givMembership in the Jackson LitMiller, a catcher from Delaware
en in the form of a tea sponsored
City, Del., Coach George has two tie Theater is extended to men
by the PTA of Hamilton Hi gh
The choirs of Fisk university in
and Heading the roster of prominent A total of 208 pupils at the La.
1958 All-CIAA members around and women• in all• professions
•
school, Sunday, April 5, from 4 to
Freddie Mitchell, Elbert McKay, Broadway, Mildred
wal s of use. Ministers, doctors, speakers
Nashville and Tougaloo Southern
Brown, Caro.
which to build his squad.
.
con. Rose Elementary school made the Laverne
at
relations
the
race
Robinson,
Margaret
'lawyers,
lyn
teachers,
Clark,
office
Dorothy
workers,
Christian
college, Tougaloo, Miss.,
Clayborn, DiAnother veteran expected to
ference to be held at LeMoyne honor roll for .the fourth six-week:Smith, Toni Smith and
Geraldine ann Daniels, Shirley Epps, Ron- I Special features will be:
will he among the nine United
see much action is 6'2" Roscoe! housewives and the "man on the college on Saturday, April 4, will period, according to the
Queen for A Day "ntealau gra
principal,' Wade.
ald
Ester,
College
Audrey
Fund choirs to
Baker, a fireball pitcher from street."
Gray,
Ronald.
be Fred Routh, of the Southern Prof. J. L. Brinkley, jr. The top
Ivy, Carol A. Jackson, Martha The PTA sponsor with the highest heard over the ABC Radio n
Boston, who has already received I Students of the Community The- Regional conference who will de. class, with 49 on the list, was the FIFTH GRADERS
amount
of
money
will
be
crowned
ater
class
at Lane say "just volwork. The special hroadcasts will
Charlie Johnson and
an offer from organized base.
Fifth graders on the roll were
.first grade class.
queen to reign over the tea. She mark
teer your services and we will liver the principal address.
the opening of the UNCF's
ball.
Discussion group leaders during First grade honor pupils were Betty Austin, Patricia Bradley, Sarah Kennedy.
will also receive a gift from each annual
find
a
job
for
you,
and
we
will
see
appeal.
SEVENTH GRADE HONORS
DSC has had some good teams
I grade.
to it that you will get to do the the day will include John Spence, Beverly Ann Abram, Arah Mi- Donald Campbell. Martha J. Dug-1 Ernestine
The
In recent years, but no one
recording program is availMoore, Floyzelle Mc- 2. Fashions
1 Allen, Nathaniel Austin. Bet I gar, Brunell Hurt, Everett Jones,
reporter or
is
e MemphisPress.'
from all grade lev- able to radio stations
making any predictions on the out- 1 things you want to do." A check
Syl-,Queen,
Brenda Pryor, Mary Rob-, els will
across the
Scimitar Miss Louise Young, of ty Boyd, Will Boyd, Sharon Brad- Marilyn Karney, Noel Lacey,
be displayed in addition country as an
come of this season. Helping with list will be printed on each memopen-end, public
Tennessee Council on Human Burns, Byron Cowan, Dian Collins, vester Lewis, Milton Lane, Earl- moon, Julius Robinson, Mozelle to a well planned program.
service
the team this season is Donald bership card for acting, prompting, the
package
show.
Starks,
Jennie
InformaSiggers,
George
Daniel Durr, Gwendolyn Dugger, Me McDonald, Jemmie Lee Ross,
Mrs. Helen N. Waterford, gen- tion about
Evans and Allen Winfield, both making costumes, make-up, ush- Relations: Rev. Will D. Campthe program can be
'Naha Marie Ellis, Vernon E. Flem- Melvin Sullivan, Tyree Varnado Steverson, Rubystine T u roe
eral
bell,
National
the
Council
of
chairman,
of
ers
the
and
said
children's
that
the
prod
theater.
obtained by writing to the national
student assistant coaches front
Mary F. White and Mildred Young.'
and Robert White.
The membership drive will close Churches; and either John Hope,'ing and L. D. Galloway.
ceeds from the tea will help pur- headquarters: The
Wilmington, Del,
r lEigiTahirgrarldhehhsc
United Negro
ieholars were Che- chase band uniforms,
April 15.
jr., of Fisk university or C. H. I Also Mary Lee Gavin, Gloria I Sixth grade honor students are'
football togs College Fund. 22 E. 54th at.,
New
Ford, Birdell; and audiovisual aids.
Farris. of Louisville university. ,Grant, Lydia Gray, Darnell Har-!James Adams, Rubystein Blake,
York
22,
N.
Y.
Beaten egg whites hold their
Admission to the conference will Iris, Charlene Harper, Reginald'Eddie Boyland, Sweetie Brooks,1 lackson, 'Ernest Marshall,HAnnie! Other officers assisting Mrs. Wa
foam better if a little lemon juice
flay.
Bobbie Rayborn
aT
rrvieby
. terford are Mrs. Orphelia Byas,
be by invitation only, Miss Mar- Hirsch, Wilma J. Hood, Maurice Ella Byes, Carolyn Coleman, Ca.
or cream of tartar is added before
Washington— The U.S. Patent
Smith Leo Somerset Erma
'cl
elle Trigg, associate professor of Hunt, Patricia Jeffery, Frederica Irolyn Coleman. Carolyn Edmonds,
,
. office not only is self-supportin
beating.
hie, Ashley Woods and Grady:Saunders,
g
social sciences at LeMoyne and Jones, Dorothy Kirkwood, Linda Bett ye Edwards, George Golden,'-white.
publicity chairman and but usually
returns an annual pro.
, H. T. Cash, principal of the school.1 fit
director of the conference stated. Sue Lake, Frankie Lynam, Cheryl Tommie Green, Gladys Harvey
as well.
It is being sponsored by the so-;Marshall, Barbara McCrae, Mar.'and Peggy Irby.
I gie McRae, Frederic N. Moore„ John Kuykendall, Rosie Lewis,
cial science division.
Registration will be held in the IDoris Moore and Ernest Myers. Tressie Levy, June Mitchall, ElBALTIMORE, Md. — A more
foyer of Bruce Hall. Coffee will'TOP STUDENTS
aine McGowan, Bessie Mitchell,
rigorous academic diet and highOthers were Bobbie Nelson, Cer- Lolita McKissick, Viola Patterson,
be served during the period.
er standards
have
apparently General assemblies will be in sec L. Price, Jacquita Pruitt, Ina Mary Pettis, Evelyn Robinson,
proved palatable to Morgan State the lecture hall. and meals will be Claire Rawls, Cynthia
Robinson, Henrietta Robinson, Richard Rose,
college students, President Mar- served in the college cafeteria. James Sandifer, Jessica Smith, Frank
Smith and Yvonne Wicks.
'
tin D. Jenkins disclosed,
'Rita Stotts. Helen Hay Suttle, Irma Seventh graders were Rena
Dr. Jenkins revealed that en•
Turner, Liza West, Martha Willis,
rollment at the college has inMary White, Wendolyn Wooten and
For Any Worthwhile
creased since the new program
Sammie Wright.
upgrading standards was intro-I
Purpose
Second grade honor students
"We like to say yes CO your duced despite the fact that over
were Margaret Balfour, Katharine
the past 3 years 808 applicants
loan requests"
Cowan, Vertis J. Clemons, George
were denied admission for acadeCrump, Tommie Conner. Sandra /. •
/
mic reasons and 985 students,'
Ellis, Lona Flagg, Keith Ford, PaSonnets,"
"Dark
of
Lady
The
the
were either dropped
for poor
mela Gates, Jeannette Gary, Con,scholarship or withdrew while on' a one•act play by George Bernard sue Gladney, Bettye Gavin, Sisie WASHINGTON — (U P I) —
Shaw, will be presented by Le
probation.
---- L. Hodge, Amy Jo Hobson, and Chairman John L. McClellan of
I Moreover, the educator disclos- Moyne college students on Wed-(Beverly Jeffries.
i the Senate Rackets Committee
Home Owned-Home Operated ed that a greater percentage of nesday evening, April 22, in Brucei
Samuel Jackson, Delois Jeffer-lurged the federal Civil Rights
2 Locations
students are now making more Hall.
Bryl-son, Richard F. Kee, Michael Commission to investigate evidence
152 Madison
—
JA 5-7611 satisfactory academic perform- To be directed by Dr. N.
Margaret Lacy, Terry Gail that Florida union officials are
lion
Fagin,
the
play
161 So. Main
rue
will
for
—
JA 5-1351 ance.
Lake, Dorothy A. Lewis, Geraldine "exploiting" Negroes in organiz-,
minutes.
40
Examined and Supervised
ing drives.
I
Also appearing on the program Myers, Ruby Jean Murphy, JackLas Vegas, Nev.—Hoover dam
by State Department
15-.M.Maxwell, Herman Mitchell, Jim- The Arkansas Democrat referred
will
be
Benjamin
Ward
in
a
and its power plant in Navada
of Insurance and Banking
Mitche LouiseMarshall and fo committee disclosures that a
minute monologue on "The Harmcost about $114 million.
Miami Teamster official sought to
fulness of Tobacco." The Le Rodgers ll,PriMt.
capitalize on the segregation issue
Moyne college choir, under the di- SECOND GRADERS
force housing developers into
rection of Prof. John W. Whit- Grace Randle, Stanley Sanders, to
.
taker, will be heard in a half-hour Guilla Ann Sharp, Burse Sanders, line.
Minnie
Sandford,
Chew S. Shan- The plan involved the use of
141 concert.
11111111111111111116
Nadolyn F. Sellers, Lucius ,union funds to buy a $15,000 home
Phyliss Taylor, Loretta In the name of a Negro and thus
Ada B. Ward, Harry thwart sales by the developer to
•
ATLANTA. Ga. — The Chal- wade, Franklin Warren. Mary L. white families who might object
lenge of the Missile ge to the Wilson, Lenda K. White and Er- to a Negro neighbor.
•
Ei
LETTER TO HOFFA
—!Social Sciences" will be the theme nestine Wright.
= of the 24th annual meeting of the Third graders included M a a The scheme was outlined by
Association
of Social Science. Frances Bolton, Lind Lou Brown, David Frechette, head of Miami
t achers during a three-day meet,Fayette Boyland, Jenise Cumby, Local 290, ir a March, 1958 letter
at Atlanta university from April , Louis Gary, Priscilla Hayes, Daisy to Teamster boss James R. Hoffa.
23 through 25
R. Hodge, Jasper Hirsch, Dannette The committee brought out that
Jones, Dorothy Jones, Rose M. Teamster headquarters here sent
Morrison, Charlie Nelson, Mary K. $15,000 to Miami about two months
No Making Up
El
Price, Cary J. Sharp. Sherilyn later.
J. — (UPD — Starks and Marshall White.
•
"This should engage the im=
= The first full year of a special Fauna grade honor students
ormerly
are mediate attention of the
=
Civil
N state counselling service for di. Joyce Arbams, Delois Austin, Mi- Rights
Commission and the JusEE vorce-bound couples produced only chael Beasley, Wesley Blair, Glo- tice Department
a...if they want to
-'17 reconciliations among 784 cases, ria Brody, Geraldine Bowen. Mar- pursue
the exploitation of the
the administrative director of the I garet Buckley, 13 essie
Cowan, minority race," McClellan said.
state courts reported yesterday. Gwendolyn Daniels, George DunSen, Frank
Church
D-Idaho
lap Estella Ellis, Claondis G.10- agreed that the
matter
was
son, Barbara Goodall, Carl Hurt, "something which the commission
Jessie Jones,
Patricia Lane, should inquire into,"

Little Theater
Seeks Members
In Jackson

74Baseball Games
On Delaware Card

Race Relations
Confab Set
For LeMoyne

•

Fashion Show
Included In
Hamilton Tea

208 Make Honor Roll
At LaRose Elementary

VOL.

•

Fisk, Tougaloo
Cm ABC
Choirs C
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Students Like
LOANS High Standards

Get the genuine article

on

SIGNATURES
AUTO-FURNITURE

Students To

GO BY lills,„„
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It's Convenient
Fast
• Safe

E- Teachers Meet At AU

Get the
honest taste of
a LUCKY STRIKE

Senator Says

Give GBS Play

DIXIE
l
FINANCE CO.

Use

Negroes

Vanderbilt,

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.

F
— MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.

DADE COUNTY PARKS

VIRGINIA
BEACH
COLORED ONLY

"YOU CAN'T RUNIFROM IT"
Doctor John Brown is a Negro surAeon in Miami. With
many white patients, he is professionally respected. Socially, he is a
second-class citizen.
Why does he remain in Florida when he could practice
aitungt anywhere
in the country? Read in LOOK magazine
why Doctor Fir, n gays, "You
can't run from it," and why he suggests all Negroes can
work for progress where 'they are. It's in LOOK Magazine, on your
newsstands now.
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Need Definition Of
Liberty, Says Writer
E

By EDGAR T. STEWAR
the bill of rights) to the United
In these days of civil rights cru- States Constitution prohibits t h e
sades when all kinds of definitions United States government from deare being promulgated as to what priving any person of life, liberty
are civil rights and when civil and or property without due process
political rights are being confus- of law.
ed, it might do well to take a The lath Amendment to the Unitlook at liberty.
ed States prohibits the states from
The shortest definition I know depriving any person within their
is, liberty is freedom. It is how- jurisdiction of life, liberty, or propever, as important to know what erty without due
Process of w
it does not mean as it is to know or deny them equal protectionlaof
what it does mean.
the law.
Liberty does not mean the right We might say that liberty under
to do as you please regardless to United States law means not
its effect on the rights and Privi- i only the right to not be put in
leges of others.
prison unlawfully, but the right
The Declaration of Independence to develop one's self, enjoy all of
placed liberty among the inalien- one's faculties and use them in
able rights of men which the sov-1 ways to live and work where he
ernment has no right to deprive i chooses, follow the type of work
them of. It said "life, liberty, and' he wants, etc as long as his acthe pursuit of happineas"
tivities are lawful and don't interThe first 10 amendments (calledi fere with the rights of others.

PHOTOGRAPHER RICHARD
SAUNDERS

takes pictures for almost every major
magazine in the U. S. He's a Lucky fan
of more than 15 years' standing. With
Luckies, Dick enjoys the unforgettable
taste of fine tobacco. "Luckies taste
best," he says. "That's the best reason I
know for smoking 'em!"
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